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A detailed investigation of the flight buffeting response 
of the F-lllA was performed in two phases. In Phase I 
stochastic analysis techniques were applied to wing and 
fuselage responses for maneuvers flown at subsonic speeds and 
wing leading-edge sweep of 26 degrees. Power spectra and r 
values of response were obtained for: 
(1) 	 vertical accelerations at the wing tips, the 
center of gravity and the pilot's seat, 
(2) 	 lateral accelerations at the center of gravity and 
the pilot's seat, 
(3) 	 vertical shear, bending moment and torsional moment 
at 4 spanwise locations on the right variable sweep 
wing panel. 
In Phase II the analyses were extended to include maneuvers 
flown at wing leading-edge sweep values of 50 and 72.5 degrees 
at subsonic and supersonic speeds and the responses examined 
were expanded to include vertical shear, bending moment, and 
hingeline torque of the left and right horizontal tails. 
This volume presents tabulations of Power Spectral Density 
(PSD) data for all of the flight points examined during the 
Phase II flight data analysis. Detailed descriptions of the 
aircraft, the flight instrumentation and the analysis techniques 
1 
are given. Measured and calculated vibration mode frequencies 
are also presented to assist in furthe~ interpretation of the 
PSD data. 
The 	 major conclusions of the investigation are: 
(1) 	 The structural response to buffet during moderate 
to high-g maneuvers is very complex. Many natural 
symmetric and antisymmetric natural v~bration 
modes (and perhaps asymmetric modes) can be 
excited to sign~ficant levels of response. 
(2) 	 An array of different types of sensors and loca­
tions of the sensors is needed to adequately des­
cribe the structural response during buffet 
~nvestigations. 
(3) 	 The modal content of the response varies with 
sensor type and location and also can vary with 
angle of attack, wing sweep and Mach number. The 
variations in modal content are attrituted to the 
var~ations in the spatial extent and phase relation­
sh~ps of the separated flows 
(4) 	 At low w~ng sweep there are significant differences 
in the variations of rIDS response with angle of 
attack for different Mach numbers. The largest 
magnitudes of response were measured during flight 
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conditions where shock induced flow separat~ons 
were present 
(5) 	 In general, the rise in rms response with angle of 
attack becomes smaller as wing leading edge sweep 
is increased 
(6) 	 The buffeting loads on the wing are small relative 
to the maneuver loads at the most inboard measur­
ing station but become larger near the wing tip. 
The larger relative rms values of response near 
the tip are attributed to higher frequency modes 
and thus should be considered ~mportant from a 
fatigue standpoint with respect to secondary 
structure. 
The data obtained in this investigation were used to 
help formulate and evaluate a method of predicting buffet~ng 
response which uses wind tunnel measurements of the fluctuat­
ing pressures on a "rig~d" wing as the input forcing function. 
The entire investigation is documented Ln eLght reports 
which are listed below 
Benepe, D B., Cunningham, A. M., Jr , and Dunmyer, W D. 
An Investigation of Wing Buffeting Response at Subsonic 
and Transonic Speeds. Phase I F-IIIA Flight Data Analysis. 
Volume I - Summary of Technical Approach, Results and Con­
clusions, NASA CR-152109 
Volume II - Plotted Power Spectra, NASA CR-152Il0. 
Volume III - Tabulated Power Spectra, NASA CR-152111 
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Benepe, D B., Cunningham, A M., Jr., Traylor, S., Jr., 
and Dunmyer, W D. An Investigation of Wing Buffeting 
Response at Subsonic and Transonic Speeds Phase II F-lllA 
Flight Data Analysis. ' 
Volume I - Summary of Technical Approach, Results and Con­
clusions, NASA CR-152ll2 
Volume II - Plotted Power Spectra, NASA CR-152lr3. 
Volume III - Tabulated Power Spectra, NASA CR-152ll4. 
Cunningham, A M , Jr., Benepe, D. B , Watts, D., and 
Waner, P G A Method for Predicting Full Scale Buffet 
Response wl.th Rigid Wind Tunnel Model Fluctuating Pressure 
Data 










Note: 	 Quantities are presented in the International System of 
Units (U.'S. customary units in parenthesis). The work 
was performed using U.S. customary units. 
b wing span - m, (ft) 
 
B.M. DES design value of wing bending moment, N-m, (in - lb) 
 
c.g.,C.G. "center of gravity" 
 
f r frequency, hert~ 
fo spectral base frequency or analysis bandwidth, hertz 
 
FZ wing vertical shear as measured by strain/gages -

N. (lb) 
g gravitational acceleration 
M Mach number 
I 
Wing Bending Moment as measured by strain gages N-m, 
(in - lb) 
Wing torsional moment - N-m, (in - lb) 
maximum maneuver load factor - g's 
S theoretical wing area (leading and trailing e~ges o~ 
swept panel extended to airplane centerline m , (ft ) 
-T 	 length of input frame in spectral analysis - seconds 
start time of interval for spectral analysis - seconds 
stop time of interval for spectral analysis - seconds 
time interval used for spectral analysis - T2-Tl,sec 
design value of wing vertical shear, N, (lb) 
lateral acceleration g's 





indicated angle of attack referenced to wing manufac­
turing chord plane ­
a max 
maximum indicated angle of attack - deg. 
nominal angle of attack representing time interval LIT 
a I indicated angle of attack at time TI , deg 
lIa increment in indicated angle of attack during time 
interval LIT, deg 
indicated sideslip angle, deg 
U a rms value of acceleration fluctuations - g, rms 
maximum rms value of wing vertical shear fluctuations 
N, rms, (lb, rms) 
-
maximum rms value of wing bending moment fluctuations 
N-m, rms, (in - lb, rms) 
I 










B.M. bending moment 
Cross-PSD,XPSD Cross power spectral density 
dB decibel 
~n Press dynamic pressure 
FM frequency modulation 
'Hz hertz 
hor,hori horizontal 




L/H left hand 





P.S. pilot seat 
PSD power spectral density 
R right 





RWT right wing tip 
Sym symmetric 
TOR torsion 





A detailed investigation o~ the structural response of 
an F-lllA aircraft to buffet during moderate to high-g maneu­
vers was accomplished in two phases. In Phase I (References 1, 
2, 3) the response characteristics with the variable sweep wings 
set at a nominal leading-edge sweep of 26 de~rees were examined 
for the seven maneuvers described in Table 1. 
Power spectra and rms values of response were determined 
for 19 different measurement items consisting of vertical ac­
celerations at the wing tips, the center of gravity and the 
pilot's seat, lateral accelerations at the center of gravity 
and the pilot's seat and vertical shear, spanwise bending moment, 
and torsional moment at 4 different spanwise stations on the 
right wing. 
The conclusions reached from the Phase I Study were: 
(1) 	 The structural response during buffet is very 
complex. MBny natural vibration modes both 
symmetric and antisymmetric can be excited 
during a maneuver in which flow separation 
occurs on the wings. 
(2) 	 The spectral content of the response varies 
with the type of sensor, the location of the 
sensor and in some cases with angle of attack. 
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(3) 	 The variations of rms values of response with 
 
angle of attack can be quite different for 
 
different values of Mach number. The largest 
 
measured responses occurred under conditions 
 
where sho_ck~induced flow separations occurred 
 
on the wing. In particular the torsional re­

sponse was significantly higher than antici~ 
pated on the basis of previous buffet studies. 
 
(4) 	 The magnitudes of the wing bending and wing 
 
shear responses at the most inboard measure­

ment station are small relative to the maneuver 
 
loads Near the wing tip the buffet loads are 
 
a much larger percentage of the maneuver loads. 
 
(5) 	 Horizontal tail vibration modes appear to make 
 




In Phase II the structural responses at nominal wing 
leading-edge sweeps of 50 and 72.5 degrees were analyzed. 
Vertical shear, bending moment and hingeline torque at the root 
of the left and right horizontal tails were analyzed in addition 
to the 19 measurement items examined in Phase I. All 25 items 
were studied for six maneuvers ltsted in Table 2. In addition 
the horizontal tail responses were analyzed for tWo wind up turn 
maneuvers from the Phase I Study as listed in Table 2. 
Volume I (NASA CR~l52ll2) summarizes the Phase II investigation 
in detail. Volume II (NASA-CR-152ll3) presented Power Spectral data 
. 
in plotted forms. This Volume (NASA CR-1521l4) presents tabulations 
of power spectral density (PSD) data for all of the flight points, 
and instrumentation items analyzed in the Phase study. Sufficient 
information about the aircraft, the flight instrumentation and the 
analysis techniques is presented to allow the reader to perform 
















, WIOO SWEEP 
DEG 
26.6 
Windup Turn 25.6 
Pullup 26.2 
Pullup 26.7 
26 6Roller Coaster 
26 3Pullup 
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PHASE II FLIGHT MANEUVERS 

Flight Run Maneuver Wing Sweep Nominal Flight Conditions Mach Altitude Gross Weight 




























48 6* Windup Tu;rn 26.6 
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*Pbase I Selections 
SECTION 2 
AIRCRAFT DESCRIPTION 
The test aircraft was F-lllA Number 13. A drawing showing 
the general features of the aircraft is presented in Figure 1. 
Detailed geometry associated with the aircraft and its compo­
nents appears in Table 3. The aircraft has a variable sweep 
wing and a convention was adopted early in the development pro­
gram that all aerodynamic coefficients would be referenced to 
geometric characteristics at a specific wing sweep, namely, 
ALE a 16 degrees. The variations of some key geometric charac­
teristics of the wing with wing leading-edge sweep angle are 
presented in Figure 2. 
Although the aircraft is fitted with a high-lift system 
consisting of multisegment leading-edge slats and multisegment 
double-slotted trailing-edge flaps, these devices were in their 
retracted positions for all maneuvers analyzed in this study 
Two-segment upper surface spoilers on each wing are used 
at low wing sweeps in addition to different~ally controlled 
all-movable horizontal tails to achieve roll control. 
The aircraft has a three-axis stability augmentation system 
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Figure 1. F-lllA TIIREE- VIEW 
Table 3 
Pm'SItAL CHAAAC1ER1STICS or nI[ 
F-l11A AIRPl....J.I: (h'UM!ltR 13) 
W:l.np: ­
Ai:rfoU ••c:Cbn at 'Pivot HACA 641.210 (_din.,!)'"' 
AideU ..etSon, rip NAeA blo.\209 (=d1f!..d)* 
S",.p, d., (luding '~I') 16to71S 
Inddtlnc:., d., 1 
Dihedral, dtt 1 
S~n .111·.... e)un alroiSynamic: chntd (S.. fit 2) 
Loudin,..,d,_ sllu 
Are. (pllnfor:. projected). ft2(=2) 60 1(5 64) 
Spin pn'clnt of .xpo..d wing-pend apln
!)c!fllct1on, I:Iad~m. deg '"., 
'h',Uins.-td,. flip' 
Typ. ; Double 5lott.d Fewhr 
An. h:ft of hin,. line) ft (en2) 111 BOO 9") 
Span, ptlrelTlt of IX'po••d wing_p.nll apan 

J)rnlllction, max:l.lDUl:I, d,S 

Spoilen 
 '" Arel (phnfontl projected). ft2(m2) 28 6(2 66) 
Span. teem} 11 8(3 6)
, .,Deflection, maximulll d" 
U:l.1'I& pivot 
Diltinci frotl ~:l.rplcn. non, ft(m,) 40 15(12 25) 
Di.tanee fCOQ ai.t'pllne c:tnurlint [t(m) 5 56(1 79) 
Hon.ontal taU Cdl z:IOvlbh) ­
.U:,foU ..ct:l.Cln 1I1CONVEX 
Incidence, de, 1 
nib,dral, d.& -1 
S..ep It hadln, IdS" diS 
Span, ftem} 29 J(S 93) '" Ant (upo.ld), ft2(~) 11' 3(13 74) 
AT" (IIOVllbb). fr2(r:-2) 1S' 2(lJ 92) 

.... p.c::t ratl0 

Me,n luodynaeaic chord (,xpond). 1n (Clll) 131 5(349 '" 3) 

l»!1.et:l.on. ZMxilllUlfI, d.g 

A••1.v.ltor. 
'h'aUin,-.ds. up (appro>" ) 25 
TraU1t\1.••d,e dot<l'\'l (.lppn.x ) 10 
At aU.rons (totd) (.pprox ) -15 
Surface atop' 
Trdl1nz-.dg.. up (.aPprox ) 31 
Tr.lUing..ed,r dOIln (approx ) 16 
Varticd uU -
Aido11 Jeet:l.on BICONVEX 
Sw.ap ct b.din\!' ed,r, d•• 

5pln, ftj» 8 9(2 71)

"'1",.1. ft (1,2) 111 7(10 (9) " 

Alptet utio 142 





Spin, ftjc) 7 8(2 38)
Ar.., ft cc,2) 29 3(2 65)
peflection, qximuc, drs 
-30 
,spold b:'akl -
Arell, It (1112) 26 5(2 39)
DfoCl.etion m.lxb:um d.g n 
V.nttalJ -
Ani (total). ft2{1JI2) 25(2 26)
Pow,"r plantt -
P 6 \l' 'lTlG-P-l ..ngin.. , 








































The instrumentation system installed in the aircraft con­
sisted of two 30 track and one 14 track FM analog magnetic tape 
recorders and various transducers throughout the airplane. IRIG 
B time reference signals were recorded on each tape recorder to 
provide time correlation. The general locat~ons of the acceler­
ometers pertinent to the buffet study are shown in Figure 3. The 
actual locations in terms of aircraft geometry references are 
listed in Table 4. 
The characteristics of the accelerometers most of which 
were commercially available units are indicated in Table 5. 
The accuracies quoted refer to the nominal flat frequency 
response up to the limit frequency quoted. No calibration 
data exist above the quoted limit of flat frequency response, 
however, the natural resonant frequencies are well beyond 100 
herz for all of the accelerometers. 
The locations of the wing strain gage sensors pertinent 
to the buffet study are shown in Figure 4. Shear, bending 
moment and torque were measured at each of the four indicated 
wing stations on the right wing. 
The locations of the strain gage sensors for the hori­
zontal tail loads measurements are shown in Figure 5. Vertical 










ZAB01S C,F, AB019 
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ZAFOO9YAF010 











g vertical 12 996 (511 64) 4 740 (186 62) 0 0 
vertical8 12 996 (511 64) 4 740 (186 62) 0 0 
lateral 12.996 (511 64) 4.740 (186 62) - 023 (­ 89) 
seat 127 40;!:5.0) 245± 127 167 12±5 0) 133 (-5 25) 
462± 127 40;!:5 0) 127 12±5.0) 133 (-5.25) 
tip - Front spar station 9 SOO meters (374 inches) 





ITEM NOMINAL SPECIFIED SPECIFIED FLAT RESONANT 
CODE MEASUREMENT FULL SCALE ACCURACY FREQOENCY RESPONSE NAT. l'REQ FLIGHTS 
HAlIG"" '1 FULL SCAL'&** 'Ill ' HZ. HZ 
. 
AB018 C.G. Vertical 
, 
-3.5 to ....6 5 is 25 , Not Avail­
able 
48, 60 
AD018 e.G. Vertical i I5 i 3 42 530 70. 77, 
78, 79 
A80l9 e.c. Vertical itO ±5 325 -- AU, 
A8020 C.G. Loteral ±7.5 ±5 275 .. AIL 
AFU09 Pilot Seat Vertical ±10 ±3 32 400 ALL 
AFUlO Pilot Seat Lateral ±7.5 ±S 275 .. AIL 
f'1I001 Left \lillll Tip vertica i 25 ±5 500 .. ALl.. 
AW02 Right Wing Tip
Vertical 




SW132 _ SW133-SW129-SWI3~SWI26~SWI27 - SWI23-SWI24:>

IL F _ MX.-J FZ::>oC MX -=- FZ 0 MX F MX
Z Z 
SW134( I \. 'I' SWl3l\ / SW128~W125 M, I -"It'? ~--- ~ 
CIIORD 
(Inche-s) 
Figure 4. R/II WING-BOX LOADS MEASUREMENTS 




1 Wing Station 
Meters 
Along 261 Chord 

root of both the left and right horizontal tails. The sensi­
tivities of the wing and tail loads measurements were goverened 
by the fact that the loads were to be measured during maneuvers 
at load factors up to the maximum capability of the aircraft. 
As a consequence the signal-to-noise ratios for the present 
buffet studies were lower than is desirable. The calibration 
slopes for each channel of infbrmation are shown in Table 6. 
In several cases the frequency response upper lim~t for 
the measurements was set by the subchannel characteristics of 
the flight recording system. Table 7 lists the appropriate 
nominal limit frequency of subchannel arrangements for each 
flight selected for detailed analysis 
Other pertinent measurements such as angle of attack, 
Mach number, altitude, fuel remaining, horizontal tail position 




CALIBRATION SWPES - tmITS/PERCEHT OF BANDWlDTlI 
IWt HFASUREMEtn' S I. U S FLT F T . FLT 0 FLIS , FLT UNITS CUST UHtTS S I. CUST S I CUST S I CUST S I CUST S I CUST 
AWOl UIT-Vert g', g', 503M 50)04 33578 )3578 33578 
AW002 IUIT-Vert g" g" 50232 50232 33)22 33322 33322 
AB016c CG-Vert g" g's 130 130 10690 10313 18339 
AB01SF CG_Vert g" g', 010 010 .-­
--­ ---
AB019 CG-Vert g" g" 20142 20142 20172 20172 20172 
AB020 CC-Vert g', g" 05129 05129 05052 05052 05052 
F009 P 5 -Vert g" g" 15306 15306 29280 29280 29280 
FOlD P 5.-LIIt g" 
." 
10232 10232 10128 10128 10128 
BOIS An. Roll tld/lleel rad/seeZ 53569 53569 3012 3012 3012 
As016 Ang. Pitch ad/see2 rad/fJecZ 32115 32175 0998 0998 M98 
0123 Shear-W S 1 • Ib, 8011 1801 8011 1801 11770 2464 11770 2464 11926 2681 012. S.H-lISl ••• {n-lbfJ 22517 202896 22517 202896 37110 334383 37110 334383 37393 336937 0125 lOR -$I 5 1 .-. In-lbll 4136 37264 4136 37264 3913 35263 3913 35263 3969 35767 0126 Shear-W 5.2 
" 
Ib, 5124 1152 5124 1152 9475 2130 9475 2130 9608 2160 
0127 II H -W 5 2 .-. 1n-lbs 9981 89935 9981 89935 9828 88557 9828 88557 9897 89181 ~O128 lOR-WS2 ....H 1n-lb8 1251 11268 2501 22535 2198 25215 2198 25215 2834 25539 ~O129 Shear-V S 3 • Ib, 2358 530 2358 530 3419 782 3479 782 3523 792 ~~130 II.H.-W S 3 .-. tn-lbfJ 2800 25228 2800 25228 4160 37481 4160 37481 4197 31821 0131 lOR -w S 3 .-. tn-lbll 1008 9084 1008 9804 96. 8690 96' 8690 982 8841 ~WI32 shcor-W.S 4 • Ib, 801 180 801 180 1561 351 1561 351 1588 357 ~.133 B H -w S 4 ..... In-lbfJ 393 3541 393 3541 758 6835 758 6835 765 6896 ~.13' 10ft _W S 4 .-H in-lbfJ 188 1694 188 1694 3•• 3\00 304 3100 3'9 3142 
!oo<>OIC a de. de. 875 875 875 875 875 
0I1OO1F a de. des 080 080 080 080 080 ~?2F " de. de. 080 080 080 080 080 ~?1 L InM Spot de. de. 60 60 60 60 60 
~~ R Inbd Spol de. de. 60 60 60 60 60 
~? L Outb Spol de. de. 60 60 60 60 60 ~! R outb Spot de. deg 60 .60 ' 60 60 60g;r L I10r T de. de. 88 88 88 .88 88 4C RHorT de. de. .88 88 88 88 88 ~ Hacb --­ --­ 0034 003. 0034 0034 0034 r ALt • <t " <0 I'u D <0 ,,0-­ --­ --­ --­ --­22' Alt • Ft --­ --­ --­ --­ 12 192 1,0 12 192 40 12 192 40 
Table 6 (Concluded) 





S I COST. 
FLTS 59,60,61 








S I CUST 
ST072 R/H H.T. 
S1'073 R/H H.T. 
ST073S R/R H T. 






































L/H H.T. SHEAR 
Lin H.T. BEND. mil. 







































FREQ. - HZ 
IRIG 
CHANNEL FREQ. -HZ 
AWOOl 8 45 II llO 
AW002 12 160 12 160 
AB018 14 330 II llO 
AB019 9 59 8 4S 
AB020 14 330 9 S9 
AF009 11 110 12 160 
AFOI0 12 160 10 81 
SWl23 10 81 7 35 
SWl24 11 llO 8 4S 
SWl2S 12 160 9 59 
SWl26 13 220 10 81 
SWl27 8 45 II llO 
SWl28 9 59 12 160 
SW129 10 81 13 220 
SWl30 11 llO 6 25 
SW131 12 160 7 35 
SWl32 13 220 8 45 
SWl33 8 45 9 S9 
SWl34 9 59 10 81 
ST072 11 llO II llO 
ST073 12 160 13 220 
STll8 13 220 10 81 
ST077 8 45 12 160 
ST078 9 59 II llO 




BASIC DATA PROCESSING METHODS 
During the Loads Demonstration Flight Program, the FM 
analog magnetic tapes containing raw flight test data wer.e 
processed by automated processing techn1ques The data were 
first played out on strip chart recorders for instrumentation 
verification. Ne~t, the data were digit1zed at sample rates 
of up to 20 samples per second under computer control. Either 
10 or 20 samples per second were used for the data pertinent 
to this study. The digitized data were then scaled, calibrated 
and output in computer listings and computer tapes for addi­
tional processing on an IBM System/360 Second generation 
computer runs were made to obtain corrected flight condition 
data such as gross weight, Mach number, altitude, dynamic 
pressure and fuel distribution at I-second intervals 
Microfilm records of the computer listings from the ~r1ginal 
flight program data reduction were used in the present program 
to make plots of angle of attack, normal load factor, Mach number 
and dynamic pressure as functions of flight time and to identify 
the gross weights and altitudes for the selected flight maneuvers. 
The Mach number, altitude and dynamic pressure data include cor­
rections for position error. The angles of attack from the basic 
reduction are indicated angles and do not include the effect of 
27 
upwash at the nose boom. A correction formula to account for 
the upwash is 
aT c 0.318 +0.931 a (degrees). 
It was not cons1dered fruitful to apply this correction in the 
various plots presented in this report because corrections to 
the wing angle of attack due to structural flexibility are 
much larger 1n magnitude and can only be approximated. Both 
corrections were cons1dered in selecting the time intervals 
for the stochastic analysis in Phase II in order to obtain 
agreement with existing wind tunnel model data insofar as 
possible. 
Time histories were made of about 30 items of instru­
mentation measurements which were considered pertinent to the 
buffet study Examples of each of the strip chart records 
have been previously presented in the Phase I report (Reference 
1) These records were used to aid in the process of selecting 
the maneuvers for the Phase II Study. The records for the Phase 
II Study maneuvers were in general too large to be legibly 




FLIGHT CONDITIONS FOR DETAILED ANALYSIS 
In the Phase II Study the major criterion for selecting 
the particular flight maneuvers was matching insofar as possible 
conditions of wing sweep, Mach number and angle of attack for 
which wind tunnel data already existed. It was cons~dered 
important to use maneuvers for at least two additional wing 
sweeps and at both subsonic and supersonic speeds. The four 
wind up turn maneuvers listed in Table 2 were selected on that 
basis. 
A question had arisen in the Phase I Study with respect 
to the character of the structural responses as deduced from 
relatively short time samples. The two slowdown turn maneuvers 
listed in Table 2 were chosen to examine whether or not short 
time samples and longer time samples gave consistent results 
Variations of angle of attack, load factor Mach number 
and dynamic pressure with flight time are presented in Figure 
for each of the selected maneuvers. 
Table 8 lists the segments of each maneuver selected for 
detailed analysis. In most cases the time duration of the 
records (AT) is one second, but some longer records were used. 
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Figure 6. 
a) FLIGHT 61, R227, WINDUP TuaN. 
FLIGHT CONDITIONS FOR SELECTED MANEUVERS i~..a' ~ 
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TIME - sec 
c) FLIGIIT 48. Run 4. WINDUP TURN 
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of each record ( a 1), at the end of each record (aZ) and in 
a few cases the maximum ang~e of attack occurrLng during the 
record (a ). A nominal ang],e o;e attack ( a ) has beenmax nom 
assigned to each data segment which is· used later to plot' 





STOCHASTIC ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
The analysis techniques used in this study are compatible 
with American National Standard (ANS S2.l0-l97l) recommended 
methods for analysis and presentation of shock and vibration 
data. A quick-look examination was performed on each time­
history measurement to determine the data classification, 
degree of stationarity, record length and recoverability. 
Measurements 
Data reduction was performed on the following data: 
1. 	 Shear, bending moment and torsion at four 
 
wing stations, (12 measurements). 
 
2. 	 Shear, bending moment and hingeline torque 
at the root of both left and righ horizontal 
tails (6 measurements) 
3. 	 Two wing tip accelerometers (verticals) 




5. 	 Pilot's seat vertical and lateral accelerometer. 
The stochastic ~nalysis performed on these items was limited to 
power spectral densities (PSD) and average rms values for each 
data sample. A total of 660 PSD's were processed in Phase II. 
In addition a few narrow band time histories were made 
for selected wing instrumentation items. 
39 
Special-Purpose Processing 
A block diagram of the special-p~rpose stochastic equip: 
ment is shown in Figure 7. The FM signal is discriminated to! ~ r , ~ .. , I ~ ~ 
recover the analog signal. Band-pass filters at 3 Hz and 100 Hz 
(48 dB per octave) were used to reject unwanted frequencies and 
I 
to minimize aliasing effects 'on the sampled data. The data i~ 
cal~brated at this point. The ~/D 100 analyzer was used to 
co~ute the PSD's The stochastic algorithm utilized by the, 
TID 100 to perform this function is discussed ,below. 
Prior to th~ Phase +I Study the equipment w~~ modified 
to achieve a direct interface with an SEL-8l0A mini-computer 
which then pe~itted direct recording of the output of the T/D­
f ,~ I , 


































L T~ DATA TID 100__ 
Figurp 7. <;IOCllASTIC SPECIAL-PURPOSE EQUIPIIENT 
Auto-Spectral Density (PSD) 
The T/D,lOO compu~es the PSD coefficients by first approxi­
ma~ing the complex Fourier transform of the input signa~. ,The 
Fourier transform of the time-domain input function x(t). is, given 
by; 
G(jf) '" j+' x(t)(cos 2'lTft - j siJ' 21Tft) dt , '(1) 
where j RF. Since the time-domain input is sampled and 
, , , 
quantitized in the analyzer, and only a finite number of samples 
I 
are available, the finite transform is used, and separated into 
I ~ , t 
its real pet) and imaginary Q(f) components can be written 
,
. , , , 
as follows: 






"' x(t) sin 2'lTft dt (3) 
-T/2 
where T is ~he length of the input frame, which is assumed to be 
centered about time t-O. 
Replacing the continuous input, x(t), with a set of 2N+l 
1discrete samples at intervals of to - 2N' and replacing the 
I I 
sinusoidal functions by corresponding values, the continuous 




P(kfo) - L x(nto) cos [2 kfo(nto) ] (4)
n--N 
+N 
Q(kfo) - -L x(nto) sin [2 kfo(nto)] (5)
n--N 
where k is a series of 2N integers and fo is the base frequency 
1
which is equal to 2T. 
The PSD coefficients [S(kfo)] are then computed from (4) and 
(5) by the equation: 
(6) 
Average rms (~T) 
The average rms of the input signal is calculated from the 
PSD coefficients [S(kfo)] by the following equation: 
~T - ~ fo ~ S(kfo)t:'O 
1




PRESENTATION OF TABULATED DATA 
During the course of the Phase II study, approximately 
660 power spectra were obtained. These data have two primary 
uses. First, they permit identification of the significant 
modal contrjbutions through comparison with ground vibration 
test data obtained in the F-lll deve~opment program. Second, 
they provide the data base for assessment of prediction methods. 
The spectral content of the structural responses is related 
to the natural vibration modes. Summaries are presented of the 
natural vibration mode frequencies as determined from ground 
vibration tests and also as calculated using a finite element 
representation of the aircraft structure for each wing sweep. 
These data are useful for interpreting the power spectra. 
Natural Vibration Modes 
The measured natural vibration modes and their associated 
frequencies ~re presented in Tables 9 thro*gh l~ for wing sweeps 
I 
of 26, 50, arid 72.5 degrees. These oata w~r~ obtained during 
1 ~,~, - i 
extensive ground vLbration tests conducted on aircraft in the
. ~ .. 
~$, ~~ * '\. 
F-lll development program and are 'taken from·References 4 and 5. 
" 
In addition, calculated modes were determined for specific flight
, , 
condLtions for use in the prediction method development and evalua­




MEASURED F-lllA NATURAL VIBRATION !liVES, ALE Q 26° 
First Bending 
First V~~tlcal Bending 
First Lateral Bending 

















\.J1 Torsion Tail First Bending 






















32.7 28.3 ~~ 27.4 
Y•• 443 8 ~. 





MEASURED F-lllA NATIJRAL VIBRA}ION ~DES, ALE ,. 500 
Frequency - HZ ~~.o.PREDOMINANT MlDE Fuse Full Wing Empty Fuse Full Wing r'l$'i'Vo.AIRPLANE NO 12 TESTS S mmet 1c Antis etric S oxnetrio Antis 
Wl-s First Bending 5.0 6 6 4.1 

FUselage First Vertical Bending 8.0 7 9 6.0 ~.~~~ 

---'8.9---Fuselage' First"1:ateral Bending - . - 8 9 {j-.
Wing Fore an~ Aft Bending 8 7 7 3 5 8 5.2 
Wing Second Bending 17.5 28.9,30.6 13.0 26.1 
Wing - Horizontal Tail 15.8 16 5 14.7 
Wing Firs t Torsion 26.4 26.1 23.8 24.5 
Horizontal~ Tali Bending 13.3 12.8 13.1 119 
Horizontal Tail Fore and Aft 16.3 16.6 16.2 16.5 
Horizontal Tail Pitch 21.4,33.7 29.8,35.9 31.8,35.6 29.3,36.5 
Vertical Tail Bending 9.7,11.5 9.7,11.6 
Vertical Tail TQraion 27.6 27.5 
Rudder Rqtlltion 32.0 32.6 
Rudder Torsion 45.0 45.4 
Airpl8ne 13 Tests 
(Close Tolerdnce Hor. ~ail Bushings) 
Horizontal Tail First Bending 13 3 12.8 
Horizontal Tail Fore and Aft 16.9 17 0 
Horizontal Tall Pitch • 34.2,39.0 37.9,43.2 
Horizontal Tail Second Bending 47.2,52.4 
Table 11 

700MEASURED F-U1A NA'l1lRAL VIBRATION mDES, ALE -
Frequency - HZ 
PROMINANT mDE Fuse Full Wing EmPty Fuse FUll wing FullAmPLANE NO. 12 TESTS Symmetric Antisymmetric Symmetric Antisymmetric 
Wing Firs t Bending 
FUselage First Vertical Bending 
FUselage First Lateral Bending 
Wing Fore and Aft Bending 
Wing Second Bending 
Wing . Horizontal Tail 
Wing Torsion 
Wing - Flap 
Horizontal Tail Bending 
Horizontal Tail Fore and Aft 
Horizontal Tail Pitch 
Vertical Tail Bending 
Vertical Tail Torsion 
Rudder Rotation 
Rudder Torsion 
5 0 5.8 3.8 4.9 
8 0 7.8 
9.0 83 

8 0 7.3 5 6 5.6 

17.4 30 0 12.9 26.4 

16 1 16.6 14.4 



















CALCULATED F-l1tA SYMMETRIC VIilR.\TION M>DES 
GW a 266,JJ44N (59,600 Ib) 
llide 
No. llide Description Frequency - Hz 
I 
2 
First Wing Bending 













ilorl,~ontal T!lq Bending_-f: ~ec~ Wing Bend~ + Sec. FUll •. Bend. 
Horizontal Tail Bending + Second Wing Bending
Second Wing Bending 
Third ~~e1a~e Bending + Wing Torsion 
First Wing Torsion 
Horizontal Tail Second Bendtng 
T\tird Wing Bending .. 
lIorhontal Tail Torsion 
Fuaelsge Fourth Bending + Second Wing Toraion 












CALCULATED F-lllA SYMMElRIC VIBRATION WOES 
GW.,293,l38N (65936 lb) 
Mode 
No. Mode Description Frequency - liz 
1 First Wing Bending 4,792 
2 First Fuselage Vertical Bending 6,870 
3 Wing - Horizontal Tail (in-phase) + Sec Fuse Bending 13,894 
4 Wing - Horizontal Tail (out of phase) 14.721 
S Second Wing Bending 17.110 
6 Third Fuselage Bending + Wing Torsion 22.665 
7 Firs t Wing Torsion 24,024 
8 Horizontal Tail Second Bending 27 197 
9 Third Wing Bending 30.446 
10 Horizontal Tei1 Torsion 33,884 
11 Fourth Fuselage Bending + Wing Second Torsion 37 Sst 
12 Second Wing Torsion 39,076 
Table 14 
CA.LCULATED F-ll1A S¥MME'iRIC V~!lRATION mDES 
GW - 331.392N (74,515 1b) 
Mode 
No. Mode Description Frequency - I!z 
1 First Wing Bending 
2 First Fuselage Vertical Bending 
3 Wing -.HQrizontal ra!~ (in;p~ase) + tuselage_Second.~nding 
4 .Wing.: Horizontal Tail (o~t of ph~se) 
S Second Wing Bending 
\.11 6 Third Fuselage Bending + Wing Torsion 
o 7 First wing Torsion 
8 Horizontal Tail Second Bending 
9' Third Wing Bending + Horizontal Tail Pitch 
10 Horizontal Tail fitcli • 
11 Horizontal Tail Bendirig + Third Wing Bending 
12 Wing Second Torsion + Horizontal Tail Pitch 



















CALCULATED F-111A SYMME1aIC VIBRATION MODES 
ALE - 72 S Gil - 268,673N (60,419 1b) 
Mode 
No. Mode Description Frequency - Hz 
1 First l/ing Bending 
2 First Fuselage Vertical Bending 
3 Wing - Horizontal Tail (in-phaBe) + Fuselage Second Bending 
4 lIing - Horizontal Tai1_(out of phase) 
S Second Wing Bending 
6 Third Fuselage Bending + Wing Torsion 
1 Firat lIing TorBion 
8 Horizontal Tail Second Bending 
9 Third lIing 101'llion + Horizontal Tail Pitch 
10 Horizontal Tail Pitch 
11 Second Wing Torsion 














CALCULATED F-lllA ANTISYMMETRIC VIBRATION IDDES 
GW • 266,044N (59,800 Ib) 
It>de 
No. MOde Description Frequency - Hz 
1 
2 
First Wing Bending 





Vertical Tail Bending + Wing Bending 
Horizontal Tail Bending + Wing Bending 





Wing - Horizontal Tail 
Third Fuselage Lateral' Bending 
Wing TOrsion + Bending 
Wing Torsion + Horizontal Tall Pitch 





Vertical Tail Torsion + Second Wing Bending 
Second Wing Bending 
Fuselage Lateral Bending + Second Wing Bending 
Horizontal Tail Pitch 

















CALCULATED F-l1lA ANTISYMMETRIC VIBRATION MODES 
GW ~ 293,138N (65,936 1b) 
Mode 

No. MOde Description Frequency - Ih: 

1 Firs t; I(ing Bending 
2 First FuB@lage lateral Bending 
3 Vertical Tail Bending 
4 
S 
Horizontal Tail Bending + WingBending 
Second Fuselage Lateral Bending 
IJl 
w 6 1 
II 
Wing - Horizontal Tail 
Third FuRelage Lateral Bending 
, Fuselage Lateral Bending + Wing Bending 
9 
10 
Wing Torsion + Horizontal Tail Pitch 
Vertical Tail Torsion 




Second Wing Bending 
Fuselage Lateral Bending + Second Wing Bending 
tlorlzontal Tail Pitch 

















CALCULATED F-II1A ANTISYMMETRIC VIBRATION MODES 
GW - J31,J92N (74,515 Ib) 
M>de 
No. M>de Description Frequency - Hz 
1 First Wing Bending _ 

2 First Fuselage Lateral Bending 

3 Vertical Ta{l Torsion + Wing Bending 

4 - Horizontal Tail Bending + Wing Bending 

5 Second Fuselage Lateral Bending 

6 Wing - Horizontal Tail 

7 Horizontal Tail Pitch + Vertical Tail Torsion + Wing Bending 

8 Third Fuselage Lateral Bending 

9 Wing TOrsion + Horizontal Tail Pitch 

10 Vertical Tail Torsion 
11 Vertical Tail Torsion + Second Wing Bending 
12 Fuselage Lateral Bending + Second Wing Bending 
13 Second Wing Bending 
Horizontal Tail Pitch14 

















CAIJ]JLATED F-IIIA ANTISYMMETRIC VIBRATION HODES 
GW 268,673N (60,419 Ib)Q 
Mode 











First Wing Bending 
First Fuselage Lateral Bending 
Vertical Tail Bending + Horizontal Tail Bending 
Horizontal Tail Bending ± Wing Bending 
Second Fuselage Lateral Bending 
Wing - Horizontal Tail (out of phase) 
Wing - Horizontal Tail (in-p4ase) 
Vertical Tail Torsion + Wing Torsion 
Third Fuselage Lateral Bending + Vertical Tail Torsion 

















Fuselage Lateral Bending + Wing Torsion 
Wing Second Bending 
Horizontal Tail Pitch 






modes are presented in Tables 12 through 19. Further discussion 
of the analytical effort appears in References 6, 7, and 8. 
Power Spectral Density Tabulated Data 
In this Section all power spectral density data obtained 
during the Phase II investigation are presented in tabulated form 
for the convenience of those who might wish to perform analyses 
and/or comparisons other than those presented in NASA CR-152112 
and NASA CR-152l13. 
The arrangement of the tabulated data is as follows. 
Each set of PSD's correspond to a particular instrumentation 
item at a particular flight point identified in Table 8. The 
progression in the record number is continuous within a given 
maneuver. For example, if there are 5 points listed in Table 8 
for a given maneuver then records 1-5 are for points 1-5 for 
the first instrumentation item, records 6-10 are for points 1-5 
for the second instrumentation item, etc. The last record 
number listed for a particular maneuver gives the total number 
of PSD sets obtained for that maneuver. 
The item code corresponds to the instrumentation code listed 
in Table 6. The second line of each data set identifies the par­
ticular point within the maneuvers listed in Table 8. The 
flight number identification is obvious. The frame number and 
record length correspond to the start time, T1 , and time interval, 
dT, listed in Table 8. 
56 
Although data are presented for frequencies from 1 to 100 
Hz in each record, the frequency limits for the particular items 
of instrumentation and flights listed in Table 7 should be 









ITE~ A W 0 




1 0 7 .90 , RECCPC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 	 
~Z
:Wi 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
O.1030E-03 














































































































FL IGHT 6 1 • 




W o 0 1 
1 1 a 1 o 8 
0.4100E-03 






THE PSD VALU ES INT EGER ~ 
0 0 0 0 0 1 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 2 2 0 1 1 
4 4 0 5 4 2 
3 7 a 4 2 0 
RECCRD 3. ITE~ A W 0 0 1 
FL I GHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 a 1 o 9 







a 2 0 
0 0 2 
4 0 0 
4 2 4 
4 0 0 
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RECCRC 4, IT EM. A W 0 0 1 
FLl GH T 6 1 , FRAM~ 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 , HCCRe lE~GTH = 1 SEe. 
PSD VAlUF OF 1.0 = 0.41001'.-03 




































































































RFCCRD 5, IT E~ A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 6 1 , 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAP\E, 
1.0 = 
1 1 0 1 1, 2 
0.2570E-02 
. o c , RECCRD lE!<GJ.H =. 1 SEC. 










































































































IT.E~ 1\ W 0 




1 0 7 9 0 , R,ECCRO lEN~ ttl = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E-Ol
". - . 







































































































RECCRO 1, ITE~ A \I 0 0 2 
FL IGHT 6 1 , FRAME 110 1 o 8 • 4 C f RECCRC lE~GTH x 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ::: 0.4100E-Ol 





































































































RECCRO 8, ITEM A \I 0 0 2 
FL IGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 1 Q , RECORD LHGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E-Ol 
















































































































1 1 0 .60 • RECCRO LEi'.GTH = 1 SEC. 
..o~
'0 
'0 ~ ~ , 
'P- ..0 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 









































































































RECORe 10, ITEM A W 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME' 1 1 0 1 1 2 • 0 0 t REceRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






THE PSO VALU ES 
0 -s 6 
3 35 0 
12 9 4 
18 18 9 














































































REceRO 11, IT EM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 7 • Ii 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
'PSD VALUE 'OF 1.0 = 0.2'570E-04 
0\ 





































































































REC'OR'D 12, ITE~ A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 0 8 • 4 C t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E-04 





































































































RECCRD 13. ITEM A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 o 1 o 9 • 7 C • RECCRO LHG TH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E-04 




































































































RECORD 14. ITEH A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 a • 6 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 






























































































'0 0 t<l~ 'S~ ~~ 
FL I GHT b 1 • 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 2 
1.0 = 0.1030E-03 
• 0 0 , RECORD L ENG TH = 1 SEC. ~ >"j,
'B ~~ 






































































































RECCRO 16. ITE~ A B 0 1 9 
fLIGHT 6 1 • FRA~E 1 1 o 1 o 1 • 9 C • 
 RECCRO LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF L.O = 0.2570E-04 
 





































































































RECCRO 17. ITE~ A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 • 	 FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 8 4
· 
0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEf· 
0\ 
"'" 








































































































RECORO 18. ITEM A. B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 • 
PS~ VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 1 0 1 0 9 
O~257CE.-04 
• 1 0 , REGGRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 


































































































RECORD 19. I TE~ A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT b 1 • FRA"IE 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.103aE-03 






































































































FLIGHT 6 1 • 
PSO VALUE OF 
1 TEM A 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
B 0 1 9 
1 1 0 1 1 2 
O.1030E-03 
• 0 0 , RECCRD LENGTH ; 1 SEC. 







THE P SO VALUES 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 
6 72 35 
0 7 1 













































































~ ~ ~ , 
~ ECO" 0 21. ITE~ A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 0 7 • 9 0 , RECORt LENGTH; 1 SEC. 
PSO V~LUE OF 1.0 = o .103aE-05 






































































































RECORD 22, lTE~ A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 8 .. 4 C , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.r03CE-05 





































































































RECORD 23, ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 a 1 o 9 .. 7 0 , RECORt LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD V ALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1 030E- as 
0'> 





































































































RECORD 24, ITEM A B a 2 0 
FLIGHT 61, FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 0 .. 6 0 , RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0~4100E-05 



































































































RECORD 25, ITE~ A 8 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 61, FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 2 .00 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.'o100E-D5 





































































































RECORD 26, I TEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 , fRAME 1 1 0 1 0 7 • 9 0 , RECORe LENGTH = 1 sec. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E-05 





THE PSO VALUES 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 
2 0 2 
9 14 10 













































































RECORD 21, ITEM A f 0 0 9 '0%'ti'\ 
FLIGHT 6 1 , 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 8 
1.0 = 0.4100E-05 
































































































REC C'RO 28, I TEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 7 0 t RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.41oCE-05 





































































































RECORD 29, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 61, FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 , RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 30, ITEM A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 2 • 0 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.257oE-04 




































































































RECORD 31. ITE~ A ~ 0 1 0 
FLI CHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 0 7 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E-05 





































































































RECORO 32, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 8 • 4 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.103CE-05 
0\ 
\0 THE PSO VALUES IN TEGER 
0 0 0 3 2 2 3 
9 5 5 2 10 0 0 
20 5 1 17 48 9 11 
8 12 2 13 31 61 16 
2 4 17 3 16 0 3 
RECORD 33. ITEM A F 0 1 a 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRA~E 1 1 0 1 0 9 • 
PSD VALUE OF l.O = o .1030E-05 
THE PSD VALUES I~ TEGER 
a 0 0 2 0 0 0 
2 1 2 1 I> 8 3 
5 2 26 40 21 7 67 
6 4 17 156 242 84 15 













9 32 6 
6 35 0 
6 26 14 
12 10 0 
5 4 3 
REceRC LENGTH 
4 37 10 
2 7 10 
2 12 4 
1 0 2 
























































































6 1 , 







1 1 0 • 6 0 , 
-
RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O. 4100E- 05 






































































































RECORO 35, I TEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 2 • 0 0 , RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD V~lUE OF 1.0 -= 0.4100E-05 
-..J 



































































































RECORD 36, ITEM S W 1-2 3 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 1 • 9 ~O , RECCRC'LENGTH =-1 SEt. 
PSD V,ALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 02 





































































































RECORD 37. ITEM S ~ I 2 3 
FLIGH T 6 1 • FRAME 1 101 a 8 • 4 0 • RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 03 





































































































RECCRD 3a. ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 9 .. 70, RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.1030E 03 
-...J 








2 2 15 
2 0 0 
3 0 3 
0 2 0 
7 3 0 
39. IT EM S 





























0 6 3 
2 2 2 
0 B 2 
2 5 4 


























































HE PSD VALUES 
3 12 21 
2 0 0 
0 0 o _ 
4 4 2 













































































~~ ;;:" .... 
'-6- !If'­
RECORD 40. ITEM S W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 6 1 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRAfJE 
1.0 = 
1 I 0 I I 2 
O.4100E 03 
.00 , HeCRC LENGTH = I SEC. 





































































































RECCRo 41. IT EM S W I 2 4 
FLIGHT 6 I • FRAMJ; I I 0 I o 7 • 9 o • RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 06 
" 
'" 




































































































RECCRD 42, ITEM S W,l 2 4 
FL IGHT 6 I • FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 8 • 4 0 , RECCRC lEhGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.257oE 
, . 
06 






































































































RECORD 43. ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 6 L , FRA~E 1 1 0 L o 9 • 7 0 t PECORC LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o.1030E 01 





































































































RECCRC 44, ITEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 , RECCPC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
-..J 
W 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 




10 17 64 119 
2 0 0 2 
1 4 2 7 
1 0 2 2 
0 1 0 2 
RECCRC 45. IT EM S 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 
212 110 264 
3 4 4 
4 0 2 
0 2 3 
0 0 0 
W 1 2 4 









20 11 23 
4 10 4 
2 1 0 
2 0 4 
1 2 0 























































































































































REteRO 46, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA"E 1 1 0 1 o 7 .90 , RECCRt LE~GTH = 1 sec. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 





































































































REtCRO 47, ITEM S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 8 • 4 Q , RECCH LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
-.J 
.p-
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECCRD 48, ITE~ S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 o 1 o 9 • 1 C , RECCRD LENG TH = 1 ~.E~. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 



































































































RECCRO 49. ITE~ S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 a 1 1 0 .60 • REceRC LE~GT~ a 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE aF 1.0 = O.2570E 06 





































































































RECCRO 50. ITE~ S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 2 .00 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.103aE 07 
-..J 





































































































RECORD 51, !TE~ S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 7 • 9 o • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 '" 0.1030E 01 





































































































RECCRQ 52. ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 a 1 a 8 • 4 (j , RECCRD lE~1;TH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4100E 01 





































































































RECCRO 53. ITE~ S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 101 o 9 • 7 C , RECGRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
-.I 
'" 
PSO VALUE OF 1·9 = 








































































































RECORD 54. ITE~ S ~ 1 J 2 
FlIGHJ 6 1 • FRME 1 1 a 1 1 a • 6 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .: 0.257DE 02 





































































































RECCRD 55, ITEM S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 2 00, RECCRD LEM;TH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 02 




































































































RECORD 56, ITE ~ S w 1 3 3 
FLICHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 7 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH z 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2510E 04 
-..J 








































































































FLIGHT 6 1 • 	 




W 1 3 3 
1 1 0 1 o 8 
0.1030E 05 
• 4 0 , RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
f6~ '{:~~..-.! ~rft. 





































































































RECORD 58. lTE" S W 1 3 3 
FLICHT 6 1 , F~AME 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VAL UE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 





































































































RECORD 59. ITEM S W 1 3 3 
Fli GHT .. 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 







T~E PSO VALUES 
2 4 3 
4 0 6 
0 4 12 
8 10 2 












































































RECORD 60, ITEM S W 1 -3 3 
FLI GHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 2 .00 t RECORD LENGTH z 1 SEC. 
PSD V~tuE OF 1.0 :;: 0.4100. 05 , 




































































































RECORD 61. ITEM S II 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 07 • 9 0 , RECORe LENGTH z 1 SEC. 
PSD VAlUE OF 1.0 = 0.2S1CE 04 





































































































RECORD 62. ITEM S II 1 3 4 
FLIGH T 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 0 8 .. 4 0 , RECCRe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 04 
'-I 
\0 THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 3 5 
13 1 0 2 
10 4 16 13 
0 13 25 9 
0 1 7 2 
RECCRO 63. ITEM S 
FLlGH T 61. FRA~E 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
3 1 4 7 
9 35 7 13 
0 4 25 0 
20 2 5 5 
11 4 10 4 
H 1 3 4 
1 1 0 1 o 9 .70 , 
O.I030E 05 
1 10 2 
0 12 6 
16 6 7 
2 2 5 




















































T~E PSD VALU ES 
0 2 3 
10 1 6 
7 8 0 
13 3 2 













































































RECO~D 64, ITEM S k 1 3 4 
FLI'GHT 6 1 , F~A~E 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 a , RECCRt LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = OolC30E 05 





































































































RECCRD 65, rrEM S H 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 61, FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 2 • 0 0 , RECCRC LENGTH = 1 S fe. 








T"E P~D VALU ES 
2 2 12 
9 2 3 
7 0 8 
15 0 0 














































































RECCRC 66, ITEM S T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 0 7 .90 , RECCRC LENGTH = 1 S,Ee. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 03 





































































































RECORD 67. ITEM S T 0 7 2 
FllGH T 6 1 • 
PSD V'LUE OF 
FRA~E 1 1 0 1 0 8 
1.0 ;0: O.2570E 02 
• 4 0 ., ~ECCRD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 





































































































~ECCRO 68. IT EM S T 0 7 2 
FUGH T 6 I • FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 9 .70 ., REceRD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
P'SD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 02 
00 





































































































REcrRO 69. IT EM S T 0 1 2 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 0 .60 , REceRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.10l0E 03 





































































































RECORD 70, ITE~ S T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 2 • 0 0 t RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = o .1030E 03 





































































































RECORD 71, ITEM S T 0 7 3 
FLIGHT 61, FRA~E 1 I 0 1 o 7 .90 , PECCRC LENGTH = I SEC. 
































































































PECCRD 12, ITEM S T 0 7 3 
FLIGHT 6 1 , ' FRAH~ 1 1 0 1 o 8 • 4 0 , RECCPC LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E 06 





































































































RECORD 73. ITEM S T 0 7 3 
flIGHT 6 1 • FR~~E 1 1 Q 1 0 9 • 7 0 , ~ECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD V~LUE OF 1.0 ~ 0.2570E 06 





































































































RECORD 74. ITEM S T 0 7 3 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 • RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 06 
oa 
W THE PSD VALUES INT EGER 
0 1 7 7 
0 6 3 4 
0 0 2 7 
2 1 0 0 
2 5 9 0 
RECCRO 75. IT EM S 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 






T 0 7 3 








10 ~5 20 
6 6 2 
2 0 0 
2 0 1 
2 2 0 











































































































































RECCR 0 lb, ITEM S T 1 1 e 
FLIGHT 6 I , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 7 • 9 0 , RECCRt LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = o.1030E 05 





































































































RECCRO 77, IT EM S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 61, FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 8 • 4 0 , RECC~C LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 
00 
"'" 





































































































RECCRO 78, lTE~ S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 9 
• 7 C .. RECCRt LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO ,VALUE OF 1.0 .:. 0.1030E '05 




































































































RECCRO 19, lTe~ S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 , PECORC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 





































































































RECCRD 80, ITEM S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 o 1 1 2 • 0 0 .. RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 :::: O.2510E 06 
co 
V1 





































































































REC CRO 81, ITEM S T 0 1 1 
FLIGHT 6 I , FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 1 .. c; c , RECCRD LEfI\;TH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 :::: O.4100E 03 





































































































RECCRD 82, ITEM S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 8 • 4 0 9 RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4100E 03 



































































































RECCRC 83, IT E~ S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 a 1 o 9 
· 
7 C , RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 







THE PSD VALUES 
1 4 7 
0 2 0 
4 0 0 
0 0 0 












































































RECCRO 84, ITEM S TO 7 7 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 C , RECCRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4100E 03 
































































































RECCRD 85, ITEM S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 61, FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 Z • 0 0 , RECCRC LENGTH z 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 :;;:; O.4100e 03 





































































































RECCRD 86, ITEM 5 T 0 7 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 7 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 06 
00 
-...J THE PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 2 0 0 
2 0 1 0 
2 2 6 6 
0 0 2 0 
3 4 4 0 
RECCRD 87, ITE~ S 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 






T 0 1 8 















0 18 0 
3 0 0 
0 8 3 
3 0 0 
2 6 0 

















































































































































HeCRO 88, ITEM S T 0 7 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 1 0 , PEeCRC L E~GTH ~ 1 SEe. 
pso VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E 06 





































































































REeCRD 89, ITE~ S T 0 7 8 
FLIGHT 61, FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 C , REtCRD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
00 
00 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 == 








































































































REeCRD 90, HEM S T 0 7 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 o 1 1 2 • 00, R~CORD LEt.<; TH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E 06 





































































































~ECC~C 91, ITEM S T 1 3 5 
FLIGHT 61, FRAME 1 1 0 1 0 7 • 9 0 f ~ECCRC LENGTH = 1 sec. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 -= O.ID30E 05 





































































































RECCRO 92, ITE~ S T 1 3 5 
FL IGHT 6 1 , F~AME 1 I 0 1 D 8 • 4 (j t RECCRD LENGTH = 1 sec. 
co 
'!) 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ::: O.1030E 05 



































































































FLIGHT 6 1 , 
PSD VALUE OF 
ITE~ S T 1 3 5 
FRAME 1 1 o 1 D 9 
1. a ;or; 0.1030E 05 







THE PSO VALUES 
4 15 15 
7 10 0 
7 0 8 
0 0 2 
0 2 5 













































































B 7(;;\ ~~ ~, 
RECCRC 94, lTE~ S T 1 3 5 
FL I GHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 C , RECCRC lE~GTH = 1 SEC • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 

















































































































1 1 2 • a c , RECCRD LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 





























































































REC'CRD 96. ITE~ S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 7 .90 • RECORD LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 02 

































































































RECCRD 97. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 0 8 • It (l , PECCRC LENGTH' 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ,.. 0.2570E 02 































































































RECCRD 98. ITEM S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 7 C , RECCRD LE~~TH • 1 SEC. 





























































































REC CRO 99. ITE~ S W 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 6 I • FRAME 1 1 o 1 1 0 • 6 0 , RECCRO LH~TH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 03 


































































































RECCRD 100, ITE~ S w 1 2 6 
FL IGHT 61. FRAME 1 I 0 I 1 2 .00 , RECeRt LE~GTH =.1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 :::. 0.1030E 03 





































































































RECCRO 101 t IT EM S W 1 2 7 
\t.>
r-.l 
FL IGHT 6 1 • FRA~E 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 :;: 
THE PSO VALUES 
1 1 0 1 o 7 
O.2570E 06 
INTEGER 








































































































RECOPO 102 t ITE~ S w 1 2 7 
FL1G~T 6 1 • FRA,ME 1 1 0 1 0 8 • 4 C • RECORD ~ENGTH = I_SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.257OE 06 





































































































RECCRD 103. IT EM S W 1 2 7 
FL IGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 7 C • RECORD LEM>TH ~ 1 SEC• 
PSO VALUE aF 1.0 ;: O.2570E Ob 





































































































RECORD 104. ITE~ S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 a 1 1 0 .. 6 C • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 




THE psa VALUES 
4 6 23 29 
2 2 0 2 
0 2 a 2 
a 0 2 2 
0 0 0 2 




" 0 0 
4 2 
0 a 






































































FLIGHT b 1 • FRAME 1 1 o 1 1 2 .. 0 a t RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC. ~~ 






























































































~~ ~~ ~~ ~rP-
REC ORO 106, ITE" S W 1 2 8 
FLIGhT 6 1 • FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 7 .. 9 C t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PS) VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1030E 05 





































































































RECORD 101, ITEM S h 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 61. FR~ME 1 1 o 1 0 '8 • 4 0 , RECORe LENGTH = 1 SEC • 








THE PSD VALUES 
:00 3 
12 7 23 
8 9 8 
1 12 8 













































































REceRO 108, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 61. FRA"E 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 7 0 , RECCRC (ENGTH = 1 SEe. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 .:;: 0.4ioOE 05 




































































































RECORD 109, ITEM S \j 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 , PEceRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 06 





































































































RECCRO 110, ITEM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGH T 6 1 , FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 2 • 0 0 , RECCRC LENGTH 1 SEC. 
FSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E 06 
\0 





































































































RECORD Ill, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALU ES 
2 0 3 18 
5 3 7 3 
6 9 0 5 
2 2 4 0 
5 2 22 1 
1 0 1 o 7 • 
0.4100E 01 
INTEGER 
0 35 34 
16 15 5 
2 4 2 
0 7 2 
2 3 4 







0 29 12 
0 13 3 
5 1 3 
3 7 2 



















































RECDR a 112, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 • :RA~E 1 1 a 1 0 8 
PSD VALUE OF l.O = 0.2570E 02 
• 4 0 , RECCRC LENGTH 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 113, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FRA~E 1 1 0 1 o 9 
1.0 = a.2570E 02 
.70 • RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
\!) 





































































































RECCRO 114, ITEM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FR,AME 1 1 0 1 1 0 .60 , RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
psa VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.l03aE 03 




































































































RECORD L15, ITEM S H 1 2 ~ 
FLIGH T 6 1 • FRAME 1 t 0 1 1 2 .00 , PECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO V~LUE OF 1.0 ::r 0.1030E 03 





































































































RECCRO 116, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FLIGH T 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 a 1 o 7 .90 , RECCRO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = a .1030E 05 
\0 




































































































RECCRD 111, ITEM 5 
FLIGH T 6 1 • FRAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 :z 
nE PSO VALU ES 
W 1 3 0 
1 1 0 1 o 8 
O.41aOE 05 
INT EGER 
• 4 0 , PECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
0%;;;, Q 
't~ 9p~







































































































RECORD 118, ITEM S If 1 3 D 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FR4~E 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 7 0 , RECCRt lENGTH .:Ie 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 





































































































RECCRD 119, IT EM S If 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRA~E 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 0 , R~CCRt LENGTH ~ 1 SEC~ 








THE PSD VALUES 
3 15 18 
5 0 2 
0 0 3 
0 2 0 













































































RECCRD 120, IT E~ S If 1 3 0 
FL I GHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 o 1 1 2 • 0 0 t RECCRt LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E 06 





































































































RECORD 121. ITEM S W 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME I 1 0 1 o 7 • 9 0 , RECORt LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 




































































































RECORO 122, ITEM S W 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 8 • 4 0 , RECCRt LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








THE PSO VALU ES 
0 Z 
"7 0 7 
5 41 9 
2 6 0 












































































RECCRD 123. ITEM S W 1 3 1 
FLI GHT 6 1 • FRAME 1 1 0 1 o 9 • 7 C , RECORO LEMiTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1. 0 ;; O.1030E as 




































































































RECCRD 124, IT EM S W 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 0 • 6 a , RECCRC LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 





































































































RECCRD 125, lTE~ S W 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 6 1 , FRAME 1 1 0 1 1 2 • 0 0 , RECCRD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































~EC'1Q.n 1. lTr~ 4 \I 0 0 1 
FL IGHT 5 1 • FQ:I\M~ 0 9 5 9 4 0 . 00. RECO~O LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1260E-02 





































































































REf~~O 2. I n:I.\ !\ II 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 5 1 • F!)A~'= 0 9 5 9 4 3 • 0 0 , RE'Cf)RO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 




THr P~O VALU<S 
0 0 0 0 
0 8 3 2 
8 6 1 5 
0 4 6 9 
• 4 2 2 4 
~ECO~f) 3. ITeM, A 
FLIGHT 5 1 • I=qA.~c 
PSO VALU' OF 1.0 = 
T'1 C PSD VI-LUFS 
0 0 0 4 
5 12 ~ 6 
24 21 9 13 
21 33 76 28 
7 11 14 9 
I PlITcGFR 
7 13 13 4 
0 4 2 0 
2 8 1 3 
35 13 0 66 
1 5 2 1 
W 0 0 I 
0 9 5 9 4 0 .00 , 
0.6 /.. 1OF-O 3 
I \fTc~c:P 
7 38 ~1 16 
6 4 6 10 
II 20 9 8 
61 29 1 115 
24 15 11 13 
1 6 3 
0 2 4 
0 6 6 
4 2 25 
0 9 1 
R~fORD LE%TH 
3 6 1 
IS 6 1 
9 16 15 
62 48 6', 































































1 0 2 
6 7 6 
6 7 0 
3 2 3 





'C ~ '\~. 
21 19 15 
14 26 18 
34 29 5 
11 8 11 













9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LF~GTH 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1280E-02 





































































































RfC~~O 5. IT~'" ~ ~ 0 0 2 
FLIGHT , 1 • FQAM~ o Q 5 9 4 3 
·




PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 







































































































RECORD 6. ITE" A \I 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 5 1 • I=Q.!, '" '= 0 9 S 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LE'IGTH = 4 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.~410F-03 





































































































RECORD 7, 'TJ;u A R 0 1 9 
FlIG'lT 5 1 • J:QAM~ !) 9 5 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECOR!) LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VAlUr; OF 1.0 = O.12AO!;-04 




































































































REC"~n 8, lTF~ A B 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 5 1 , FRA~t: 0 9 5 q 4 1 • 0 0 , RECORD L E"IGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VhLUES 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
3 13 19 
0 l 0 













































































RECORO 9, lTE~ A 
FLIGHT F.A~E5 1 • 
PSD VALur OF 1.0 = 
TH'= PSt' V\LUC ) 
0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
16 25 77 66 
~ 0 2 0 
2 0 0 2 
B 0 1 S 
•0 9 5 9 4 0 
0.2570F-04 
T~JTFr;::R 
0 0 ? 
4 0 4 
62 108 12 
7 2_ 2 







t RECORD LENGTH 
0 0 0 
2 4 2 
17 20 79 
2 0 0 





















































"ECORo 10. rT'='" A ~ 0 1 9 
FL IGHT 5 1 • 
'50 VAllJF OF 
J=.Q '\..,~ 
1 .. 0 = 
0 9 5 9 '. a 
O.5110~-O/.. 
· 
o 0 • RFCQRO LE~GTH = 2 S~C. 





































































































RECO~o 11. 1TCI. 1\ 8 0 1 9 
FL IGHT 5 1 • FP f' ,",C 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ::' 
0 9 ~ 9 4 1 
0.1030E-03 
· 









































































































RECORry 12. ITC,,! 1\ B 0 I 9 
FLIGHT 5 1 • FRA'IE 0 9 5 9 4 0 • 0 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 4 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 := 0.2S70E-04 

































































































REC"~O 13. TTJ:'t A R o ? 0 
FL IGHT 5 1 • FRA"'E' 0 9 5 9 4 () 
· 
o 0 • PECORO LENGTfi = Z SEC. 
PSO VALUE 00 1.0 = O.20~0=-O5 





































































































RECORD 14. ITI!"1 ~ q 0 ? 0 
FL IGHT 5 1 • F') .... ..,r 0 9 5 9 4 1 
· 
o 0 • RFCQRO LENGTfi = 1 SEC. 








THE P~D VALUE, 
0 0 0 
7 0 0 
3 1 5 
12 1 10 













































































RECQ~O 15. I TJ: '.. " R 0 2 0 
FL IGfiT 5 1 • F~AME o Q , q 4 0 
· 
PS~ VALtJf OF l.f) = O.10WE-OS 
T~= PSO V~lllFC; H'P-r.I""R 
2 0 0 0 2 0 q 
6 12 5 2 6 9 4 
9 7 10 15 16 14 9 
57 18 39 40 28 43 10 
9 15 6 16 ~8 82 64 







19 21 3 
2 3 6 
11 7 8 
11 25 13 







































.<l% 'O0~ ~ .,6 
Po '70 
~'1> ~0 




!lCCl1Rn 16. tTe ... A. F 0 o q 






00, RECORO LENGTH : ~ SEC. 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.20'00;-05 



































































































RECORO 17, ITE"" A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 5 1 , F=qA"'E 0 9 5 9"4 3 
· 




PSO V~llJE OF 1.0 : 







































































































PIECORD 19. TTl=o,li A < 0 a 9 
FL IGHT 5 1 • FRA"""'IC 0 9 5 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 4 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E-05 





































































































R=COQO 19. fTc,., A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 51. F'QJ\MC 0 9 S 9 4 0 
· 
o 0 • ~ECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSI) VAlliE OF 1.0 ::: 0.5130=-06 





































































































RFCnQ~ 20. tTIE'" A F 0 1 0 
FL IGHT 5 1 • FQ/lIAC 0 q 5 9 4 3 · 
o 0 • ~ECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









































































































R~C 'JP I) 21. ITr~ 0\ F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 5 1 • 
PSO VALUE OF 
Fpr.."11:: 
1.0 = 
0 Q 5 9 4 0 
0.2570:-06 
·
o 0 • RECORD LE~GTH = 4 SEC. 




































































































PECf)RI1 22, 1TCM 5 \01 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 5 1 , I=~~"'E 0 9 ~ q 4 0 • () 0 , REcnRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.70501= 03 





































































































RErQQJ 23, tn:~ S w 1 ? 3 
F,~ IGHT 5 1 , F"oA"r 0 9 5 9 4 3 
· 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































p=cnctQ 24, JTt,:'M C; W 1 2 ~ 
FLIGHT 5 1 , J:R~MI=' 0 9 5 q 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 4 SEC. 
PSD VALlIE OF 1.0 = 0.10300 03 





































































































Rl='cnRO 25. IT~u S W 1 ' 4 
FLIGHT 5 1 • FR~ME 0 q ~ q 4 0 • t) 0 • RECOQO L~~GTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 -= 0.20~OE 07 




































































































ReCORD 26. ITJ:'" <; w 1 2 4 
F[ IGHT 5 1 • FRA/AI: 0 9 5 9 4 3 
·
o 0 • RECORO LENGTH I SEC. 




TH~ PSO VALlI"S tNTFI';F=1:t 
1 0 10 12 40 21 
2 0 2 0 , 0 
0 0 2 3 0 2 
4 2 0 0 0 0 
0 1 
" 
7 0 0 
REC~RD 27. t TEl" C; W I 2 4 
FLlljHT 5 I • COA\41:' '0 q 5 9 4 0 













17 0 2 
1 0 0 
2 2 0 
2 0 0 











































5 30% ~~% 
9p~, 
...0Po '1.' ~~ 





































































































PECryqry 2Q. yrc;v S W 1 2 5 
t:LIGHT 5 1 • C:PA."1~ 0 9 ~ 9 '4 0 . o a • RECORO lENGTH = 2"'SEC.A~ 
PSO VALUE' OF 1.0 = O.17~OJ: 06 






































































































PECORa 29. IT~I.A S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 5 1 • 
P50 VALUE OF 
FlU,"\: 
1.0 :::l 
a 9 5 9 4 3 
0.2570~ 06 
• a a • RECOR~ LENGTH =1 SFC. 
I-' 
I-' 





































































































·FC~.~ 30, ITJ:~ S W 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 5 1 • ~'t 3. MI;: 0 9 5 9 4 0 .00 • RECORO LENGTH' 4 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.6410F 05 





































































































RECO~O 31. ITF~ S w 1 Z 6 
FLIGHT 5 1 • "'f)A~;:' 0 9 5 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSO V~lUF OF 1.0 = 0.~t30E 02 





































































































RECORD 32. IT EM ~ \.j 1 2 6 




psn V~lUF OF 1.0 = 




3 4 14 19 
0 7 5 3 
5 4 6 5 
5 7 7 0 
0 0 5 18 
RFr"Q,f) 334 I T(~' '; 
FLIGHT 5 1 • FRl\."'= 






~ 1 7 6 














7 5 'I 5 
8 5 2 4 
7 5 5 4 
0 4 0 10 
1 3 10 6 













































'PO '?: ~ 





































































































R,=C(1QO '4. ITt:"~ <; W I 2 7 
FLII}"iT 5 I • cp I\"\f 0 q 5 9 4 0 
· 
o 0 • R[C'lRD LE~GTH 2 sec. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2050: 07 





































































































REco~n 35. JTr ... S w 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 5 1 • FOAM!: o q ~ q 4 3 • 0 0 t RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 








THE PSI) VALUES 
0 10 6 
4 0 0 
1 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 












































































l:n=CCUm 36. 1 p= ... S W I 7 7 
FLIGHT 5 1 • FPAME 0 9 5 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTfi = 4 SEC. 






























































































QECOQI) H, tTr:'!: 0:; W 1 7 8 
l=L tGHT 5 I , FR6,1IC' (l 'I ~ 'I 4 (l • 0 0 9 RfCOR~ LENGTH' 2 SoC. 






























































































RFCORn 38, fT,"'" S W 1 2 8 




>SO VALUF OF t.o = 








































































































PEcn Q [, 39, t n='! c; w I 2 a 
Cl IG~T 5 1 , cQ,A""e 0 9 5 9 4 0 
· 
00, RECQ'O LE~GTH • 4 SEC. 






THE psn VAL 00:::: 0:; 
0 , 4 
4 ~ 7 
8 q II 
4 4 2 












































































Re:CODO 40. JTF\! C; W 1 2 9 
FL lr.HT 5 1 • 
PS" VALU' OF 
FD,.l.1= 
1.0 = 
0 9 5 9 4 0 
'l.5130c 02 
• 11 0 • RECORO LENGliH = 2 SEC. 





































































































RECn~O 41. T"n:~ S W 2 9 
FiLIGHT 5 1 • 1=0 h"'= 0 9 5 9 4 3 .• 00. R,ECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








THI:' PSO V"Lurc; 
2 18 11 
5 2 0 
10 1 2<; 
2 25 0 
7 3 2 












































































RECORD 42,. I T!:-I,I S w 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 5 1 • I=RA"'~ 0 9 5 9 4 0 • I) 0 • RFCORO LENGTH = 4 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 02 





































































































~CCORO 43, tTF" S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT ~ 1 , FPI\Iro\E 0 9 5 9 4 0 . Q 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO V4LUE OF 1.0 = 0.1280E 06 





































































































PECORO 44, lT~" S .., 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 5 1 , FR\1.tE 0 9 5 9 43. 00, PECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 45. ITE" ~ 
FLlGI-lT 5 1 , FR,A"'= 
'SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
TH'E Psn V~LlJI"'<; 
0 0 7 13 
2 0 7 0 
0 7' , 5 
3 2 2 2 
0 0 4 4 
\I 1 3 0 
0 9 5 9 4 0 . 00, 
0.6410· 05 
T'IT .... r;c:'Q. 
~2 119 65 49 
4 6 R 8 
2 4 2 2 
0 2 4 2 
2 0 4 4 
RECORD LENGTH 
29 16 6 
12 17 8 
2 4 0 
6 0 0 


















































REC0~D 4b. tTF= .... S W 1 , 1 
FLIGHT 5 1 • 
PSO VALUE OF 
FP\""C 
1.0 ; 
Q q ~ q 4 0 
0.2050F 05 
·
00. RFCnRO LE%':H 2 SEC. 



































































































REcnRD 47. ITE~ S w 1 , 
FLIGHT 5 1 
• 
J;:.p aJ.tr: o 9 5 9 4 3 • o 0 , RCCORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








THE PSO VhLUFS 
0 2 0 
2 0 2 
1 5 17 
2 14 9 













































































R EC!)QO 48, t 1':'" S W 3 1 
FLlGf1T 5 1 , FtlhMC' 0 q 5 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH ; 4 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.IQ30E 05 





































































































PfCO~D 49, lTC~ S W I 3 2 
FL IG'lT 5 1 , FQA"1~ 0 9 5 9 4 0 • o 0 , RECORry LENGTH 2 SEC. 
pso VALUE OF 1.0 ". O.12nOE 02 





































































































PECC~D 50. TT~'" S W I 3 7 
FLIr;HT 5 1 • 
psn VALUE O. 
1::'0.\ '-tE' 
1.0 = 
o q 5 9 4 3 
O.2S70e 07 









THE p,n VALlleS 
0 'i 3 
0 0 0 
3 4 4 
2 4 0 













































































REC(VlO 51. ITI="I S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 5 1 , I=PAU~ 0 q 5 9 4 0 
· 
00. PECOqO LE~GT~ = 4 SEC. 
Pso VALUF OF 1.0 = 1).6 /,.10': 01 





































































































RFrOQQ 52. YTrIA 0:; W 1 3 3 
FL Ir~T ~ 1 • 
psn VALUE Or 
CQI; \II~ 
1.0 = 
0 9 5 9 4 0 
0.?050E 05 
• ~ 0 • RErORD LE~GTH = ? SI=C. 





































































































QccnQ.D 53. JTfM <; W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 5 1 • 
psn VALUE OF 
I=PAMI: 
1.0 = 
0 9 5 9 4 l 
0.4100F 05 
· 









THE P~O vo\, UC-S 
0 4 0 
0 0 0 
3 0 a 
0 3 0 













































































RECnQO 54. ITF~ S W 1 3 3 
FLlGHT 5 1 • F~A"1F 0 9 5 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 4 SEC. 
psn VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 





































































































Rr;C""!> 55, IT~'" S w 1 3 4 
FL tGHT 5 1 • Fq,A\!~ 0 9 , 9 4 0 • 0 0 t .FCO.O LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5130. 04 




































































































RCCO"O 56, I TFJ.4 S W 1 3 4 










VALUF OF 1.0 = 
THE psn VALUES 
0 0 4 
0 2 2 
0 3 3 
5 4 2 















































































REcr1Rn 57. !TFI,II C;; 
FUr,HT 5 1 , FQ~"I'= 
OS') VALUF OC 1.0 = 
THe Dsn VALlE~ 
0 0 ? 4 
2 2 6 
15 9 20 73" 
15 14 13 9 
6 6 5 4 
W 1 4 




7 20 1~ 
0 ~ 10 
11 25 16 
17 9 3 








5 8 6 
22 38 19 
10 31 33 
9 13 11 
0 4 4 



































9 6 ~;~8 10 
4 8 J.: 
3 6 
15 10 
R~Cf")qf) ~8. ITr;::'" S T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 5 1 • 
PS~ VALUF OF 
cR'....e 
1.0 = 
0 9 ~ 9 4 0 
O.~nO" 02 
• 0 0 , ~FGORD LE~GTf. 2 ~EG. 





































































































REcn~o 59. tTr'-' S T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 5 1 , FRh'1!: 0 9 0; q 4 3 • 0 0 t RECORD LENGT.!l 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 60. ITF~ 5 T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 5 1 , FRA..,E 0 9 5 9 " 0 .00 , RECORD LE~GTH = 4 SEC. 
?50 VALUE Dc 1.0 = O.?570E 02 






































































































Q:E'cnQO 61, ITF~ S T 0 1 3 
FLIGHT 5 1 , r:~AM~ 0 9 5 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.12801; 06 





































































































REcn~D 62, IH~ S T 0 7 3 
FL I GHT 5 1 , FRA~C 0 9 5 9 4 3 00,
· 
RECORD LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 • O.21j70C 06 
I-' 
N 





































































































RECO~n b3. tTr .... S T o 1 3 
FLIGHT 5 1 FR(I~E 0 9 5 9 4 0• • 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 • O.6'.tOE 05 
THf psn Vf..lIJEC: 'NTC'r.J:~ 
3 4 A 14 1\ 28 19 
3 6 12 8 1 8 3 
8 79 10 15 6 5 6 
9 4 8 4 11 4 4 








63 82 11 
0 13 12 
12 10 11 
6 2 6 



















































o " V' \.~ 
);a, ~
"""". 
~JEro~o ~4_, TT.C:\4 S ,T 1 8 
FLIGHT 5 1 , FPA..,E 0 q , 9 4 0 • 0 0 , RFC~PO lE%TH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.12ROE 06 





































































































HCQ~O 65, tTE'" S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 5 1 , ~~h~E 0 9 5 9 4 3 .00 • RECORD l=NGTH = 1 SFC. 









































































































REfnRO 66, rTF" S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 5 1 , FRA~f 0 9 5 9 4 0 . o 0 , RECORD lENGTH = 4 SEC. 
Psn VALUE OF 1.0 = D.64tOF 05 






































































































RECO~D 67, TTF"" -; T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 51, FPA",: 0 9 ~ 9 4 0 • 0 0 t RFCORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2050E 03 





































































































RECORD 68. rTF" S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 51. FQAl,lle 0 9 5 9 4 3 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE P'lO VhLUES 
0 0 0 
4 t 0 
0 3 0 
0 12 0 













































































REcn~n 69, ITc"1 S 
FL IGHT 5 1 • FRAME 
PSn VALUj::" OF 1.0 = 
TH: P Sf) V '\llU: S 
T 0 1 1 
0 9 5 9 4 0 
O.1'130~ o~ 
fNTCr,cR 
• 0 0 f PFCOPD LENGTH 4 SEC. 
'0%f'\ C\ ~9. ~~, 






































































































PECQqO 70, ITI=I.t <; T 0 7 8 
FL I r.HT 5 1 , rt~Ao.!~ 0 9 5 9 4 0 . o 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
"SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5130E 06 





































































































REC '1q,1') 71, lT~'" S T 0 7 e 
FL tGHT 5 1 , FOAJ.lE 0 9 5 9 4 3 . 00, RECORa LENGTH = 1 SFC. 
PSO VALUE Oc 1.0 = 0.1030F 07 
I-' 




































































































RECORD 72, ITE~ S T 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 5 1 , F·A~E a 9 5 9 4 0 .00 , RECORD LENGTH = 4 SEC-. 
PSO VALUF OF t.o = 0.2570E 06 






































































































RI!COQ") 73, ITCM <; T 1 ~ 5 
FLlt;HT ~ 1 , FOA~C: 0 9 'j 9 4 0 • 0 0 , qeCORO lFNGT~ = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.12aOE ')6 





































































































'FCf)qO 74, TTEM S T 1 3 5 
FLIGHT 5 1 , FQ;A"C: 0 9 5 9 4 3 • 0 0 , RFCORD LE'IGT~ = 1 SEC. 




TI-IE PSO VALU=S 
0 0 2 1 
2 0 ? 7 
2 0 2 2 
0 2 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
RFrOOn 75, TTr'~ S 
FLIGHT 5 1 , I=R A"'E 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = 







T 1 1 'j 
















2 5 17 
0 1 2 
0 0 0 
0 0 2 
2 0 0 

























































































































































AECO~O 1 • TTEIA A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 • F~AMI! 1 3 5 3 1 5 • '1 0 , R~CORD LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
?~O VALUE OF '1.0 = 0.4100E-03 



































































































PI.:CfJRD '2. Ip::"1 A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 1=~.a"1! 3 5 3 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 1 SFCI. 









































































































REcnRO 3, ITF~ A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.7.570E-02 






























































































RECO~O 4, ITEM A II 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 • F~A"E 1 3 5 3 2 3 • 9 0 't RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.O~= 0.2570E-OZ 





































































































RECOQO 5, ITFM A \I 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRAMF 1 3 5 ) 1 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUf OF 1.0 = 0.t030E-0) 
t-' 
N 





































































































~ECO~D 6, ITE"4 A 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRA"E 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALlJE~ 
II 0 0 2 
1 3 5 3 2 0 
O.4100F-03 
tNTEG~R 
• I) 0 , RECORD LE"IGTH 1 SEC. 
C 
~<l 







































































































RECIJRI) 7. ITE" A ... o 0 2 
FLIGHT 4 B • FR~~E 1 3 5 3 2 2 B 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.2570E-g4 , 




































































































RECORO ~, ITFM A W 0 0.2 
FLlG)H 4 8 , FJtAIoIE 1 3.5 3 2 3 • q o , RECQPO LENGTlH~= 1 S~~. 

































































































RECORD 9, ITE~ A.a 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA~E 1 3 ~ 3 1 5 • ;r 0 • RECORD ~ENGTH_= 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E.-05 




































































































RECO~D 10, ITEM A 8 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 48, FRA"tE 1 3 0; 3 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 3 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2S70e-04 










































































































PSO VALUE OF 
FRA~E 1 3 5 3 2 2 
1.0 = 0.2570E-04 
• 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 12. ITE~ A q 0 1 8 s,Y; 






THE P~D VALUES 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
4 0 4 
2 0 0 















































































PECORD 13. ITF~ A B 0 1 9 
FL lGHT 4 8 • FR:A"'~ 1 3 5 3 1 5 
· 
7 0 • PECORD lENGTH 1 SEC. 
P50 VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E-04 




































































































RECORD 14. lTE~ A 8 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRA'11! 1 3 5 3 2 0 
· 




PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 






































































































RECO~O 1~. ITE~ A R 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 5 3 2 2 
· 
8 0 • RECOPO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
pso VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E-04 




































































































RECO~O lb, lTEM A B 0 1 9 
FLIGHT 48, CRA..,g 1 3 5 3 2 3 • 9 0 l' REcnR~ LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ::; 0.1030E-03 




































































































RECn~O 17, ITEM A 9 0 2 0 




PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 








































































































FLIGHT 4 8 , 
PSO VALUF OF 
ITF~ A R 0 2 0 
FUME 1 3 5 3 Z 0 
1.0 ::II: 0.10JOF-05 
• 0 0 , RfcnRO LENGTH' 1 SEC. 
'odf<)~ 






THE PSO VALUFS 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
6 4 0 
10 8 2 
















































































RECORD 19. ITE~ A B o 2 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
ps6 VALUE 0 0 
FRA""e 
1.0 = 
3 S 3 2 2 
O.4100E-OS 
• 8 0 • ~ECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 20. ITEM A B 0 2 0 
FLIGHT '4 8 • FRA't= 1 3 5 3 2 3 • 9 0 • RECOR!> LENGtH = 1 SEe. 
.... 
"" N 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 '= 







































































































RECORD 21. ITE~ A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 5 3 1 5 
· 
70. RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E~05 



































































































RECORD 22, ITEM A F o 0 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 , J:!l4~E= 1 3 5 3 ? 0 .00 , RECORD LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 =:: O.4100E-05 





































































































RECORD 23, ITE'! A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SFC. 





T~E PSD VALues INTeGER 
 
0 0 0 1 2 0 
4 0 6 0 6 2 
4 54 21 6 14 0 
7 4 3 5 2 2 
2 7 4 12 6 2 










































































FLIGHT 48, FRII.'otE' 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VAlUes 
1 3 5 3 2 3 
0.410DE-05 
t~Trr,l=~ 






































































































RECQ~D 25, I TE" A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 4 B , ~RAPJ,S: 1 3 5 3 1 ~ .70 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E-05 




































































































RECORD 26, lTF~ A F 0 1 0 




PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 







































































































RFCMD 27, ITE'" b. F o 1 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA~E 1 3 5 3 2 2 . SO, RECOR~ LE'IGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E-05 




































































































REC~o.l) 26. JTEM 4 F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 46. FQ;4"1E I 3 S 3 2 3 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VA.LUE OF 1.0 :: 0.4100E-05 





































































































RECORD 29. ITFM 5 W 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 48. FRAMF 1 3 5 3 1 S • 1 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
?SD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2510E 02 
t-' 
 
'-" VI THF PSO VALUFS INTEGER
 
0 0 0 2 
2 0 4 0 
0 13 0 3 
26 2 3 2 
4 3 8 29 
RECOo.O ITE~ S30. 





























2 4 0 
10 12 1 
6 5 3 
10 3 3 

















































'0 0 ~~ 
1'1:10Oz '~~ 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 :I: 










































































































RECORD 31. ITF~ S 1/ 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FQ.AME 1 3 5 3 2 2 • BOt RECORD LENGTH = t SEC. 
?SD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030: 03 





































































































RECORD 32. IHM S II 1 2 3 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 5 3 2 3 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SFC. 









THF PSD VALUES 
0 n 2 
0 3 2 
0 0 9 
4 17 5 













































































REC~qD 33, ITE~ S II 1 2 4 
FL IGHT 4 8 , F.A~E 1 3 5 3 1 5 • 7 0 , RECOqO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1030E 07 





































































































RECORD 34, ITE~ S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRA~E 1 3 5 3 2 0 • 0 0 • RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1 .. 0 ... 0.1030E 07 




































































































PECORO 35. tTEM S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 
" B , FPAME 1 3 5 3 2 2 .. 8 0 • RECORD LENGTH =_1 SEC. 











































































































RECO~O 36, TTEJ.l S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRA~F 1 3 5 3 2 3 .. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.410DE 07 
THF PSI') VALUES tNTCGE~ 
2 0 1 2 27 96 7 
0 0 0 0 3 0 5 
3 4 4 4 11 ?O 12 
49 0 37 7 41 18 28 








0 5 0 
4 0 3 
6 5 4 
12 26 68 
















































'0 0 fJO~ ~~ ~~, 
'iQ '"Ill a~ \~
','f)1 
RECORD 37, !TE~ S w 1 7 5 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FR4~E 1 3 5 3 1 5 . 7 0 , RECORD LE~GTH = 1 SFC. 
PSD V4LUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 




































































































RECORO 38, ITFM S W 1 Z 5 
FLIGHT 48, FR4ME 1 3 5 3 2 0 .00 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





























































































RECO~D 39, tT='1 5 w 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 4 8 , fRA"'E 1 3 5 3 2 2 . 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 S Ec'., 
Psn V4LUE OF-l.0 = 0.2570E 06 
































































































" 1 z 
RECORD 40. ITEM S 1/ 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 48. FRA~E 1 3 , 3 2 3 • 9' 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
?SO VALUE OF 1.0 ... O.2'510F 06 





































































































RECORD 41. !T=~ S 1/ 1 2 6 
FLIGHT 48. FR~~E I 3 5 3 I 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LE'lGTH = I SEC. 
?SO VALUE OF 1. a = 0.2570E 02 
I-' 
VJ 
\0 THe: PSo V~LUFS I NTE(';'=R 
0 2 4 2 0 7 
2 1 5 8 0 2 
0 12 1 4 7 16 
32 7 3 7 7 2 
3 2 It 66 3 0 
R['CORD 42. !T~M 5 1/ I 2 6 
FL IGHT 48. Fq~~E I 3 5 3 2 0 
.::I?SD VALUE OF 1.0 0.1030· 03 
THF P5D V~LU=S I NTEGE~ 
a 0 0 0 9 0 
4 3 3 0 6 6 
2 6 3 0 2 2 
0 2 5 0 1 0 
























2 Z 8 
2 8 2 
15 3 0 
0 4 0 
1 7 8 
RECOOO IF'lGTH 
5 2 1 
5 4 4 
6 1 3 
12 2 2 


































































































RECf'RD 43. ITEM S W I 2 6 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME I 3 5 3 2 2 
· 
8 0 • RECORD LENGtH 1= 5,=C. 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 :I 0.1010E 03 





































































































RECO~D 44. IToM S W 1 2 6 
Fl lGJ..fT 
" 6 • FI?AAt'E 1 3 5 3 2 3 • 9 0 t RECORO LENGTH 1= SEC. 































































































RECORD 45. ITr;:M S W 1 2 7 
FLIGHT 4 8 
• ORA~E 1 3 5 3 I 5 • 7 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 07 




































































































RECO~I) 46, ITS:~ S w 1 7 7 
FLIGHT 48, FQ:l\"E 1 3 5 3 2 0 .. 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC • 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 :; 0.1030E 07 





































































































RECf1RO 47, ITFM S W 1 Z 7 
FLIGHT 48, FRAM1= 1 3 5 3 2 2 .. 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
t-' 
t-' "'" 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 









































































































FLIGHT 4 6 , 




w 1 2 T 
1 3 5 3 2 l 
0.1030· 07 
.. 90, RFCORD LENGTH· 1 SEC. 







THe PSO V~lllES 
0 5 7 
5 5 0 
23 39­ 19 
8 2 2 















































































REC"~O 49. ITFM S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 48. FRA"lE 3 5 3 1 5 • 1 0 , RFCORD lENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E 04 





































































































RECORD 50. ITFM S W 1 2 R 
FLIGHT 48. FRA~E 1 ~ 5 3 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
































































































RFCORD 51. ITF" S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME, 1 3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 t RECORD LE'IGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 





































































































RECO~D 52, ITEM S \I 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 , S:PA"1E 1 3 5 3 2 3 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 


































































































RECOQD 53, lTF~ <; W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 1 5 3 1 5 • 1 0 , RECOPD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PS~ VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 02 





































































































RECIJRD 54, I TFM S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 48, FttA'-1E 1 3 5 3 2 0 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ':: 0.7510E 02 
THF PSD VALUES INTEGER 
0 0 0 0 4 0 
0 0 6 0 0 0 
5 2 2 0 0 2 
12 3 2 0 7 5 













0 5 0 
0 0 0 
5 6 2 
4 14 26 




















































REcnRI) 55. ITF" 5 W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 4 B • FRA"'E 1 3 5 3 2 2 
· 
8 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUt: OF 1.0 = O.2570E 02 





































































































RECO'O 56, ITE~ ~ W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 5 3 ? 3 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 57, ITE" S 'W 1 3 0 
FllGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 5 3 1 5 • 7 0 , RFCORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4100E 05 





































































































RECORD 58, ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FLIG~T 48, F~AMF 1 5 3 2 0 • 0 0 , ~ECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
?SD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.410DE 05 





































































































RECO~D 59. ITEM S W 1 3 0 
FL I GHT 4 8 , ~RAME 3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 t 'RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 :: 0.2570E 06 
I-' 




























































































R:C JRD 60, ITE~ S 
FL IG~T 48, F~A"'E 
?SO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
PiE PSO VALUI;S 
W 1 3 0 
1 3 5 3 2 1 
0.2570E 06 
INTl=fjl;:Q; 
• 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
~~ 





































































































RECQRD 61, lTF" 5 II 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FR AIo\E 1 3 5 3 1 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTI1 = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 





































































































RECORD 62, ITE'" S W 1 3 t 
FLIGHT 48, FRA.E 1 3 5 3 2 0 • 00. RECORD lENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECORD 63, ITE" S \I 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAI1E 1 3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 , RECORO lENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 





































































































RECORD 64, ITEM S II 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 48, FRA..,F 1 3 5 3 2 3 • 9 0 9 RECO~O LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
pSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4l00E 05 





































































































RECORD 65, ITEM S \I 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 48, FRA~E 1 3 5 3 1 5 • 1 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECO_ 0 66, ITf~ 5 
FLIGHT'4 B • "RAME 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUeS 
0 0 0 2 
3 0 8 0 
3 5 0 6 
2 B 5 4 
9 7 8 23 
II 1 3 3 
1 3 5 3 2 0 • 0 
0.1030E 05 
INT:GER 
0 0 ? 
2 2 4 
0 4 8 
1 0 2 








2 2 4 
2 4 4 
7 0 0 
0 5 5 

















































RECO~D 67, ITE'" S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA v!: 1 3 5 3 2 2 • SO, RECORO LENGTH. 1 SeC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1. 0 ~ 0.4100E 05 





































































































RECORD 68, 'ITPI S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA~E 1 3 5 3 2 3 • q 0 , RECORO LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUFS 
0 3 2 
3 0 4 
2 0 5 
10 10 1 













































































RECORO 69, ITFM S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 48, ~RAMEf 1 3 5 3 1 5 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SFC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 ~ 0.2570E 04 





































































































RECORD 70. ITEM S \I 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 
" 8 • FRAME 1 3 5 3 2 0 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 S~C. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2510E 04 

































































































RECO_O 11. ITE~ 5 ~ 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 
" 8 • FRAf.1E 1 3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH : 1 SEC. 

































































































FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSO VALUE OF 
ITEM S \I 1 3 4 
FRAMF 1 3 5 3 2 3 
1.0 = 0.1030E 05 






















































































~..,; l~~o 1A ~ ~~ 
0 0 

RECORI) 73, IT!'~ S w 1 3 2 
 
FLIGHT 4 B , FR~M!' 1 3 5 3 1 5 0 , RECORD ,LEN@TH E 1 ~EC.
· 
7 
PSG VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.41006 01 





































































































RECORIJ 74, lToM S W 3 2 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRAME 1 3 5 3 2 Q • 0 0 , RECORD LEN@TH :J; 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 75, ITE~ S W 1 3 2 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRAM" 1 3 5 3 2 2 
· 
8 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SE~. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 02 





































































































~ECORO 76, ITEM S W 1 1 2 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 5 3 2 3 .90 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SFC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 := 0.2570E 02 





































































































RECORD 77, ITEM S T a 1 2 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 







































































































2 .~~ ~ ~ 
FLIGHT 4 8 , 
PSO VALUE OF 
FRA~F 
1.0 :: 
1 3 5 3 1 0 
0.10~aE 03 
• 0 0 • RECO~O LENGTH = 1 SEC. %~, 
~~ 






































































































REca~o 79, IUM S T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 48, FPA~~ 1 3 5 3 2 2 .. B 0 , RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSO VhLUE,'OF J. .. 0 = 0.4IOOE 03 





































































































REcnRD ~ 80, ITEM S T 0 7 2 
FL I GHT 4 8 , FPAME 1 3· 5 3 2 3 .. 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 03 
t-' 
V1 





































































































RECO~O 81, ITEM S T 0 7 3 
FLIGHT 4 a • F~AME 1 3 5 3 1 5 .. 1 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2510E 06 





































































































RECORD 82, ITE~ S T 0 7 3 
fLIGHT 4 8 , fnA~E 1 3 5 3 2 0 
• 0 0 • RECORO LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 ;: 0.25701; 06 





































































































RECORD 83, ITEM S T 0 
\ 
7 3 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECO~O 84, ITF~ S T 0 7 3 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FPAMi=' 1 3 5 123 • 
i.o 'lit 
, 
PSD VALUE OF 0.2570E 06 
TH~ PSD VALUFS INT'EGe'R 
2 4 10 13 4 0 4 
2 0 2 0 0 6 2 
3 0 6 5 2 2 0 
5 0 2 2 2 0 4 
4 10 6 0 7 7 6 







2 13 0 
3 4 0 
0 5 0 
0 4 0 



















































RECORD as. ITEM S T 1 1 8 
FLI'GHT 48. FRAME 1 3 5 3 1 5 • 7 0 t RECOPD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD V,ALUF OF 1.0 = 0.4~OOE ~5 


































































































" 0 a 
RECORD 86, ITEM S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 48, FR'~E 1 3 5 3 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































RECORD 81, ITEM S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 48. FRAME 1 3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2S10E 06 





































































































RECORD 88, lTF~ S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 5 3 Z 3 9 o , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.Z570E 06 





































































































RECORD 89, lTE~ S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA.ME 1 3 5 3 1 5 • 7 0 • RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

































































































RECnR~ 90, I TE'~ S T o 7 7 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA~E 1 3 5 3 Z 0 .00 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 03 





































































































RECORD 91, ITE~ S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 48, FRAp.t~ 1 3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 , RECORD LF~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 03 





































































































RECORD 92, 1TI:" S T 0 7 7 
FlIGH'T 4 8 , FRA~E 1 3 5 3 2 3 • 9 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSD VALUFS 
2 13 3 
2 2 2 
2 0 4 
2 4 4 













































































RECORD 93, TT~" S T 0 7 8 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 5 3 1 5 • 7 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = D.I030F 07 





































































































RECORD 94, ITE" S T o 7 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA'IF 1 3 5 :3 2 0 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUF OF 1.0 = D.2570F 06 





































































































RECO~D 95, ITEM 5 T 0 7 8 
FLIGHT" 8 • FPA'IE 1 :3 5 3 2 2 • 8 0 , RECOPO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 






































































































4 ~~l ~ 
RECORD 96, ITEM S T 0 7 8 ~~ 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSO VALUE OF 
F.A~E 1 :3 5 3 2 3 
1.0 '= 0.1030E 07 
• q 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. ~~ ~..-.!
,.e.rft ' 









































































































4 8 , 
I TF~ S T 




< 3 1 5 1 o , 
v~ -,-
RECO~O LENGTH = i S'EC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1030E 05 





































































































RECORD 98, I T"M S T 1 3 5 
FLIGHT 4 8 , "qA~E 1 3 5 3 2 0 • 0 0 t RECORO LENGTH 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALUES 
8 5 4 
3 7 5 
11 17 0 
4 0 2 













































































RECORD 99, ITE~ 5 T 1 3 5 
FLIGHT 4 8 , "RAME 1 3 5 3 2 2 . 80, RECORD lE'lGTH = 1 SEC. 
P50 VAlUF OF 1.0 ::: 0.4100E 05 





































































































RECORD 100, ITF~ S T 1 3 5 
FLIGHT 48, FR4~E 1 3 5 3 Z 3 • 4} 0 9 RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4100E 05 





































































































'} 1:''' r'I!:! f) 














7 1 , pt:C0~!) lENGTH = ~cr • 
P') t) V"'LIlf" oJ' 1 • 0 = o. ~""l'OC::-J1 
















































































































9 , , 
·
7 0 , R~CORn L :"'Jt;TH = 1 SI:C.
 








TH" V \I Ui:= 5PSl 
0 n 0 
? 0 0 
7 2? 16 
~ 10 50 
1 7 5 












































































_LIGHT 4 ~ • 
p,n Vll.l1Jf OF 
r-rM • •• n 0 1 
rQ4,~r- 1 , 9 , 4 
1 • I) = Q.:'C)70t"-,)2 
· 





























































































Q =C'lr-r'I 4. I'" ('"" ~ ., 01 0 1 
•
ct. TG,.lT 4 q 
PSO vALUr OF 
J:PA"lE 
1.0 = 
1 ~ 5 9 5 6 
O.?'i70=-1)2 






HIE o~~ I/ALllt"'S 
0 n 0 
2 7 , 
0 q , 















































































R"'r'l"'n 5. 'TP-1 ~ W 0 0 I 
~L y(;.ltT 4 J • J=P" u" t , " 9 
, 
" " 
5 RFrnRO LFflH'iTH ~ 1 sec. 




THf" n()('1 H!lLIlr:<; 
0 0 0 t 
,I) 9 1 
,
·1 21 ~ ,11 4 0
,1 0 q 
Df"rn::on TT ... • A
'. 






t .J ? 
\01 , .J 2 













, 0 2 
0 2 0 
0 2 0 
11 10 5 








































6 (; 0 
\~~~ ~ '~ '~'~ 
























































































o C(0RD 7, I Tf:",J h 'I n ,) ? 
cL It~hT 4 8 , '-0 A 'J':' ! 1 5 9 5 2 
· 
7 0 , Rc:rl1~O l':~JGT "'" = l Sc:C. 
































































































prr""'U') ~, 1 TJ:'"',1 h 
" 
1 0 , 
'I Y';4T 4 8 , I:D ,,'t .. 1 3 0; 0 5 4 3
· 
0 , HeOnO LENGCTH = 1 SEC. 
psn VALlI~ oe 1.0 = O.2CJ7nr:-:l? 
t-' 
0'1 














































































































1 1 5 
7 
Q 0; 6 
· 
8 Q , ~FC"'Rn LENr,Tl; = 1 ';ec. 
po;n VALUe 01=''''1.1) = 0.2"'70'=-'12 















































































































9 5 8 
· 
5 5 , peCQRO Lf'IGTIi = 1 st:r... 
pso VALlJ.1: OF 1. () = 0.2 'i 70F-O? 




































































































RCC('IQI) II, t rl:'" II. I, 0 1 9 




p~n VAUlr 0· 1 • I) = 




































































































RI:r " .... 1) '? • r TI'"',t 1\ 11 ,) 8 >0 





'l 5 Q , ? 
0.1'" 1"-01 
· 







"'yt:. ?<;I"\ V III Ill: C; 
0 0 0 
I) I) I) 
'l5 17 4\ 
u , I) 
? ? I) 















































































~C""r 1'::) 1 3 • fT.\! , 
" 
0 • ~ 
1=1 TI.~T '. 0 , 
"~, Vt\LU: or 
rt',~"-
1.0 • 
1 < 1 5 4 
O.?' 70~-04 
· 
3 ~ • pC;r')Dr) l E~GTH • 1 ScC. 


































































































R!:("l"V,,) 14, r T c'1~ , q 0 8 
FLTr~T 4 a , 
P~D V.lI UC: Or, 
CPl\o.u= 
1.0 • 




8 0 • 








TH­ "50 VtLIJ':S 
<) 1 0 
? 0 2 
81 '.. 21 
3 2 ~ 












































































R<::rn~o 15. TTr.., \ q 0 q 
f"LIGHT 4 f\ • 
D<:O VH lie: 0< 
FQ.l\ -.4E 
1 • ) • 
1 3 5 9 < 8 
I).'tl ')r)l=-f)~ 
· 
5 5 • PFcrmO LE'IGTH • 
 1 S-=C. 





































































































PE:CO-'O If, fTC 'A ~ 
" " 
t 9 
E:'Llr.;T 4 q , 
usn '1AL'I::: OF 
CQ:II"'= 
l.1) = 
3 ? 9 ~ I 
t).' 'l7')'=-1)4 · 
7 0 , QC:O)PO LF"SGTH I ~FC. 




































































































,<r("f1!)r) 17, I TC"'" ~ ~ 
·1 I 9 
~I HiHT 4 8 ,
-
j::Q ~,..,.c I ~ 0; 9 0; ? 
· 
7 0 , qECnpO ll=NGTH = I C:;FC. 
I-' 
'" VI 
o<~ 'J ~ lIJt" O· I. 'J = 






































































































!; :-: .... 'lr) 1P, fTC .... , 
" 
) I 9 
FI IGJlT 4 a , FOI\1.u: 1 0; 9 0; 't 
·
1 a , '·CORD lE"4r;TH = 1 sec. 
D~"" VAIIl~ OF , .0 = 'l.';!,1J=-')4 




































































































I:l r~q ... 
1q, , Tr: 11 \ 








8 0 , R~~IJQf) l E~';TH = 1 ~CC. 






TI-J:::: P~C;I') V"'LII'=, 
0 ) 0 
7 0 0 
70 
" "4 0 4 










































































p"ep'lt) 71, TTr", ~ 
" 
0 1 Q 
t"L tr"HT 4 a • 1==<:1.1\"1"' 3 5 q 5 8 
· 






O'l1 'AL"'" 0" ) • 0 = 





































































































R;:Ct1~O 21 , frr::M ~ n <l 2 0 
='1 TGHT 4 8 , 
0';1) vaLlJ;:: ll" 
CDA,'.4!: 
1.0 = 
1 5 9 .. 1 
t}.11)111:-0<1 
· 






Tiff:' rn 'IAUII"'<j 
0 II Q 
7 2 1 
0 , , 
12 2 n 

















































































C" Do" \It'" 
q 0 ? 
" 
, , " • 2 
· 
7 a • .Cco~n LF'IGTIl = 1 S-C. 
PSO VI\LtJc o· 1.0 = Q. 41 t}O'=-Or:z 


































































































Qp,.,of) 71. 	 'TI=", " R o ? 0 
I-' 
--.J '" 	 
• 
Ftlr.HT 4 R t:1') 1\'04':• 	 
p~., V~lt'[ 0F l.n = 
THe p~O Vl1IUI=C; 
0 0
"~ 0 n 4 
? n 2 2 
5 28 7' l' 
'11 1 , 5 
Q r'"J"')p,) 2', , r .... t: '" r. 
FLlr;HT 4 q Ct' "'v!= 
VAllie <lr 1.0 =os' 
• 
1 3 • 9 5 4 1
· 
I). f" 1 flOF-f)5 
t NT I:r.c~ 
a ? 0 
0 2 0 
? 0 
18 B 11" 
1 1 7 
q o ? 0 	 












4 6 a 
0 0 1 
1 ? 3 
24 8 q 



















































































































































OJ o:r .... :- ') 25. IT"" , , 0 ? 0 
;:LTGHT 4 il • 
... ., fl. ...,!: 3 • 9 5 g , 5
· 
• 
pee!')!:)/') LENGTH = I S"r. 
o5ry V\LIJ~ 0 0 1.1 = 'l.?1S7'Jr -04 
TI.lC' 




































































































4 a • 
TT!:~ , 
rQ'~'" 
0 0 0 
1 , 5 
q 
9 5 1 
·










































































































Q::rr o ') ?7 • 
FL tr~I-IT 4 ~ • 
o~' VlI.llJF OF 
ITeM A 
t:::Rt.. ,,~ 





, , 9 5 ? 
n.~l()oc-f)'1 
· 
7 0 • RECORD LFNGTH = 1 SEC.
 



































































































CI:!?'rnf>"'l ,~, ,TPA 4 
" 
'J ) ~ 
Fl HHT 't ~ , rD 1\ ",I=' ~ 5 0 < " 
· 
3 0 , ~EcaRD lPJGTH = 1 sec. 
p<~ VALUr 0': l.O = 0.4100~-OO; 











































































































~ ~ ~ 9 
, " q 0; 6 
· 




PSI) V6llJI=' OF 1.0 = 




































































































!),:r,..,or"l '3 ), r"'-" ,\ 
FL'GHT 4 8 , 1:'"0 ~ ..... 
p<n VAl UF OF I.n = 
TWC, C''''''' v~ I I Je' I:. 
~ 1 ., 7 
, 4 7 5 
0 q 4 3, 0 2 
1 2 ? 0 
< J ~ 
1 ~ 0; 9 0; 9 
Q.,r;7,)r..-04 



















,J 2 0 
2 .) 2 
8 4 0 
3 4 0 



















































Rcr'j~f) 31 • fT"'"" I, < 0 ~ 
FLt r;HT '. q • c!)"J.~ 
, < q 0; 1 
· 
7 0 , R~CORI) L~~GTH = 1 <;FC'. 
PSO VAll": 0= 1.0 = /).11":1:)!:-)5 



































































































i)(?,r1 0 1) '?2, JTC". ~ < 0 0 
~lT~l-lr 4 q , J:'Q" -..1= 'I ? 9 5 7 
· 




D!3" VMlIf OF­ 1.0 = 






































































































pccn~1) 33. ITE" ~ < 0 1 0 
FlT"'HT 4 S • 
p<" V"\lU;: 0_ 
I=PJ\I,lt" 
1.0 = 
1 'I 0; 9 5 4 
1.1 por-os 
· 
1 <) • IH=r;f")RI) lEfl.1GTH I S"C. 














































































































9 5 ~ 
· 
80, Rt=COPO lENt;TH = I S·C. 
P~? VALUf OC 1. ') = 0.IBOE-05 











































































































C n 1 
, 5 
0 
9 , G 
·
5 , , PECOPO I E~GTH = 1 srr. 




TH:; P~p V'\I IJrs 
J 0 ? 0 
.) 0 0 0
, 7 7 4 
B 0 1 7 
7 1 ? 0 
Oe"C"D) ,( , IT'-'' • 







\J ? , 













3 9 , 
6 1 0 
1 2 , 
2 0 4 
2 0 0 










































































































































':Lrr,~T 4 9 • 
P~Q V\LllF ~= 
rT rll < 




l , 9 5 2 
0.',70::: 02 
· 































































































cEC .... Of') ll. IT'" -1 S 
J::lI~HT 4 S • !=Q\\,Ir:: 
OS') V'LV' 01= 1.0 = 
n{:: p,o V"'LIJ""S 
" 
, 3 







































































































Q Er niH) 39. ITS'" S 
" 
1 2 3 
Fl Tr,HT 4 8 • 




1 3 5 9 5 6 
i'J.71)70C" 0> 
· 
8 a • OfCOPO lE'JGTH = 1 SEC. 



































































































~cr""?r'> 40, TTt:'v c; ; 1 , , 
!=L rr;~IT 4 , , C'j:' ~ ... r l , 0, 5 q 5 5 RfCn?r') te,...r.TH 1 SEC.
· 
• = 
PS'" \fI\Lur; O· I. u = ').7570t; 0' 
T,,' "sn V"LtIC<: t~Trl;-=1) 
,? 7 27 '5 '1 I~I 75 21 27 1 7 I? 7 7 '1 234 25 34 32 
6 6 4 3 11 0 4 11 14 24 8 9 30 2 6 0 1 4 7 6 
, l' ,12 Q 0 1 4 10) 5 0 5 7 12 P 1 b 6 1 25 
a 17 2 1 0 6 6 9 9 2 1 9 21 0 2 5 8 8n" 
,l 0 7 ~ 1 2 2 2 n 1 4 1 0 6 0 5 6 0 9 
Rfr,,"n 41. t'"C'u C; ; 1 , 4 
1=1 Tr,HT 4 r. • CD I\~F t 1 
., 9 ., t 
· 
7 0 • RFr,I"JRI') ll;"lGTl-f = t SFr. 
PC;I) VALU. \IF t.O = 0.1030· 07 
I-' 
'-l TH c PC;'1 VILlI"S T"ITC'~Cf( 
W 
, 
_17 '1 7 5 '8 17 75 4 4 0 4 0 a a 4 a 2 16 
5 a n 2 q 1 0 2 5 7 0 6 16 a 3 7 8 7 17 25 
Zl 25 ?? 7 10 16 n 37 7> 99 5q 72 86 \16 A8 17 115 193 126 109 
.,1 , n n (, q 7 0 0 1 7 4 2 7 0 2 1 4 a 
0 2 "n , n I , 0 0 0 2 0 1 0 0 a 0 2 2 11 
Qcrl'\::)') It" , 1 "'-"l , \I 1 ~~ ' 4 
I=L 'GHT 4 3 F" A. ~i= , 5 9 5 l 70. Q~COQD L.~GTH = 1 c;cc.• 
· 'fb~ 
P$I') VAlU-= Or 1.11 = O.lf}10" 1)1 '~~ 
~.,p 
r""'~ r-roTY· "In \l '" I 'Ie <: ( 
, ,2 5 3 4 17~ lhQ 37 17 14 5 a 7 ?n 7 12 ?' 17
" t. 7 10 15 0 24 21 16 13 19 8 13 15 4 7 2 4 1 2 
, , ,12 5 1 4 4 3 3 5 7 2 7 1 4 5 0 5 
4 7 0 5 4 , '. 0 3 2 2 
, 1 0 6 ,? 0 
2 0 0 
1 0 
" 
4 0 0 4 n 0 0 a 0 0 0 7 2 0 0 2 
Q ~r'101') 4'. TTI::'M S '; ? '. 
cLT(';4T 4 B • co/.ur 1 3 5 q , 4 
· 
3 0 , J?I:rOPO LENGTH 1 Sr:C. 


































































































rLtGHT 4 8 • I=R I\'''C 
os!') V fI. LV'" or 1 • fl '" 
THe' PST) \f~Ll)cS 
" 
2 ? ~ 
0 0 0 0 
2 0 ,] 0 
4 7 0 2 
20 J' (. 9 




P 21 7 
2 2 2 
0 0 0 
1 0 1 
?l 56 7> 






P=CORD t c:o,'r,TH 
5 4 , 
0 0 0 
0 2 0 
5 'l 17 










































PFCno.D 45. TTI:'1 S ~ ~ 4 
F l J~HT 4 B 
• 
0<;'1 V~L"t" Ot'" 
CP'\l1F 
1.0 = 




• RFCORO LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 




































































































j;'r,:nQ~ 46, ,T":", S W 1 ? 5 
Ft Ir.'.fT 4 S , =D"""r­ 1 ~ 5 9 5 1 
· 
7 Q , Rl=ropn LENGTH = 1 SeC. 
pc-In VAtU'" or 1.0 = 	 0.7.570~ 06 





































































































~,crnl)n 47. ' Te,~ , ~ 1 7. 5 
-I rr.HT 4 ~ , t"'~""'c- 1 1 5 9 5 ? 
· 
7 
 <) , oFrnRO LE~GrH = 1 r;EC. 
































































































7. ~'% ~~ 
cl Tr HT 4 B , c:JJ\M;: 
p<o VAlur nc 1.0 • 	 
T ~ I c- P,~ "-'IIIc,) 
~ 7 
? ") n , 
., n , ? 
0 ~ 7 0 
1 n 0
" 
J 5 9 , '. 




















4 4 ? 
1 0 5 
4 0 0 
2 7 0 
















































\~~ '~ 'f1> 
	~ "c ('I Df') 4J. 
cl T~~lT '. q • 	 
o,n VHlJC:: 'F 
















n-j= p,~ V~l'Jc<j 
, 	 ,a 




, 	0 3 












































































[' Fe.,p') r.o, T T c',! , 
FLTf"HT 4 1:=1'\"'­
" • 
D~:) VA UJF or J. I) '= 
'~r pc;n V·q o=C; 






TrJT::' r, 0;: '" 
· 
<; 5 • 





































































































"1. fTC.,. ~ 'J 2 , 
t"Lyr.'-i T 4 B • 
rs" VAlli!'" 1< 
rra\4C 




O.. ?,)7(,)c 07 
· 
7 0 • P1=CORO lFNGTH = 1 sec. 





































































































Ft rr,~IT 4 3 • 
p~~ VALlIe OF 
t Tr .. 5 
'=p" .... c: 
1.0 = 
1 , h" 
I ~ ~ 9 • 7 
0.103nl:'" 01 
· 
7 0 • pC~OOI'1 lE"IGTH = 1 c;cc. 




































































































4 B • 
TTF'" ~ 
1=1:' l'" 
1/ 1 ? I. 
, , q S 4 
· 
3 0 • 
 QECORQ tE~r,TH = 1 <jec. 









THI= PS~ V·'III·~ 
,5 ! ? 
<0 2 



























































































, ? 0; 6 
· 
q 0 R~CORn L~"'GTH = 1 SFC. 
"'0 VAlIJ!: no 1.0 = f).tlno\: 03 







































































































t:L TI~HT 4 A • 







































































































perron 5(-" I TCI,., S \' 1 2 7 
cL Tf4T 4 n • 
"c;') VtlLIJe' or 
C""o.'\"'1: 
1.0 = 
) 0; q 0; 1 
I). ::n'70C % 
· 









T~' DC'''' V4LII::S 
2 12 7 
0 '. 3 
0 f. 0; 
0; , n 















































































RFr .... ~") 57. t T nl S H 1 ? 7 
q 
•FLIGHT 4 
O<n VALl Ie OF 
=-oA"'F 
1.0 = 
1 ~ 5 9 S 2 
0.1030;: n 
· 































































































OC:"'Q,) 50, I "'c .., S " 1 ? 7 
clyr;YT 4 8 , co 6, ',I C 1 ':\ t; <) 5 4 
· 
1 0 , pl=roPI') LEt.lGTH = 1 51=C. 
o<D '1A.lUF Oc 1.0 = O.10l0 e 07 



































































































r:eC'lpn 5 t ,J , yn:", --; W I ? 7 
Fl rrHT 4 q , CR ""'E 1 , r, 9 5 6 
· 
8 




p~n V~LlJC: ')1= 1.0 = 





,a 6 19 
44 0; 2 3
, 7 n 5 
4 4 ,1 0 
a 0; ? 4 
I" =C'1:> '"' tJO, Tp::: ... S 
rltGHT 4 8 , F~A"" 
°sn V~L!lr (\I: 1.0 = 
~? 1013 10 
10 II II 
n 4 I 
3 2 I' 
? J tl 
? 7
" 










39 '0 26 
14 01 01 
1 4 0 
4 7 0 

























































































































































c: '=r lC{'1 61, TTC"U < W I ? 8 
rLTf;H"" 
" 
q , r" ","'1:' , 5 Q , I 
· 
7 0 , Ql=cnQ!) t I='~GTH 1 51:C. 
0')0. V!LJJF ~" 1 .1) = ').111)0 as 








































































































4 p , 





5 n S 2 
· 
7 0 , ,RCCf1RO LE~GTH = 1 <ire. 

































































































4 p , 
TTrv S 




5 9 5 4 
· 
, 0 , "FrORD LE"IGTH = 1 SEC. 
or,n V'\LU r 'lC t.O = 0 .. 10':\(')1: 05 














































































































< 9 <; 6 
· 
q 0 , RECOoO LENGTH = 1 I)ec. 
p~~ V~lUr OC 1.0 = 0.1030" 0<; 





































































































P::f lDf"I fo;, 
rl rr;ln 4 S • 






1 , <; 9 , 9 
0.t0101'" no; 
· 








T~E psn V,\IUt:S 
2 9 27 
73 8 11 
7 19 <; 
4 7t 9 













































































~cr"IH) 66, TTFI.,I IS I' I 2 0 
Cllt;HT 4 8 , CP/:oUC 1 1 <; 9 5 1 
· 
7 0 , C!EcnRO l'="JGTH 1 'Scc. 
PC:::r) V'\lUr' 0= 1.0 • O.7~70C" 02 




































































































r Fcm~D 70. TTS:", S W 2 9 
CLT(')HT 4 8 • F~A'l= 3 5 q 5 ~ 
· 
5 5 • RECORD LeNGTH = 1 S:C. 
PSI) VALUf 0r 1.0 = O.7"i70~ 02 





































































































r;.>=CnpO 71, IT='~ S w 1 3 0 
FL yrHT 4 8 , F~A"'t: 1 3 5 9 5 I 
· 
7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
Dsn VAlU~ OS: t .0 = 0.4100' 05 
I-' 
00 






































































































P ECOPO 1', TTr". <; w 1 3 0 
FLY'JHT 
'. g , 
DSO VALue OF 
cp" "c 
1.0 = 
1 3 5 ? 5 2 
O.ttlOOF 05 
· 
7 0 • RfCORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































J:' C"'C 'J""'\ <7, lTc", I ~I 1 ~ 9 




7 0 , RFCORD lEf'lGTH = 1 S~C. 
p~n V~LUr:' or­ 1.0 = 0.2'i70r: 02 


































































































QI;:CnQI) 68, TTC.'( C; 'I 1 2 9 
I=LTr.HT 4 R , CR~V" 1 , 5 <) 5 4 
· 










VUIlt: 01: 1.0) = 
T>i c P<;("I V,\lL!C$ 
5 l' 4 






"n 0 0 
0.?"70C 
INTcnCQ: 










































































"L IGHT 4 8 , 
p~~ VAlur ," 
IT':\I S 
FPlI.l,iC 
1 • 0 ': 
., 1 Z q 
3 5 q ~ , 
1.?'l7(lc 02 
· 







T~C ",e VI\III'"S 
? 7 l'i 
7 ? t) 
0 ~ 4 
0 5 75 













































































o s:r no 0 P. tTra., " W 1 , , 
FLlr'lT 4 A , r'.,~...,r:: 3 < Q o 4 
· 
l n , qPt;I')QO LENGTH = 1 S[C. 
psn \'AIIJ~ OF 1 .,1 = 0.41001: OS 



































































































PEfnR.'"l '4, TT::I,I S W 3 I) 
cl rr;HT 4 R , ~p"''1r , 5 9 , h 
· 




P~fi V~LlJr OF 1.0 = 







































































































RI=C'JPO 75, ITj:". r W 1 3 0 
~lTrYT 4 8 , I=PA'-fF 1 5 q S a 
· 
5 , , P<r,ORO lFNGTH = 1 SFC. 
p,~ V~LlJr' or 1.0 = 1').7')71)[ 06 




































































































FL rl"'HT ,4 " 

















T~~ p~O VhLllc<; 
,0 5 
4 e 6 
7 4 12 
2 4 0 
5 7 2 
'NTt"'t;FD 
, n 









































































p 5r'1 DO 
cLIGHT 
77, 





I , I 
, , 9 , 7 
· 
7 0 , RJ:cnQ,O lE'IGTH 1 SEC. 









TI.j'= pr,;) './~IIII:"C) 
'. >- I',
,I 16 
33 12 7 
7 1 10 













































































Q Frn~f) n, 
r:'t rr.HT 4 8 , 
p<~ v~ L'IC' ,)" 
T... r-~ , 
C~~I.1S: 
1.0 = 
'4 1 , 
1 3 5 ., 5 4 
O.'tl00 r 05 
· 
l 0 , • -rORO LF~GTH = 1 SEC • 
~~.o 
\PO '1'O ~~ 



































































































pC-en'll) 7Q , TTt"'1,4 ~ W 3 
C"LyrHT 4 p , rp~,'~- , S q S 6 
· 
8 0 , P~("OrtD LI~"'Ir,TI-I = 1 s!:'c. 
P~" VA LUI.'" or 1.0 = n./tlOO~ 0<; 









































































































FLI~I-IT 4 6 , 
p,;o Vf\llic 0" 
F=°MAC 
t.o = 
1 , 5 q 5 8 
0.4100c 0<; 
· 
5 5 , QFCQRD LENGTH ~ 1 ';EC. 




































































































o;,cc")oi) R 1 , TT!=M ~ W 1 1 2 
FL yr.HT 4 8 , f=Q:A '.p: 1 1 <; 9 5 2 
· 
70, RECORD LE~GTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSQ Vo\LU'- OC 1 • 0 ~ O.2:1i70c 07 




































































































pt:rno,) ~2 • ITt:'"' S W 1 3 2 
FLIt;HT 4 n • r:p,/\'lC 1 
, 5 q 5 4 
· 
3 o • RECOOO L~~GTH = 1 SFf. 
osn VALlfr OF t.O = 0.41000 01 














































































































q 5 5 
· 




PSO V~Lur Of t.1) = 




0 ? 1 , 
2 0 ~ 0 
b 'I ? ? 
2 0 ? 4 
? ? 2 ? 
f) e" 1"'0'"' Bit, TTe,. ~ 
FLIGHT 4 8 
· 
F" ,\J.,tC 
























3 2 7 
2 0 5
, 2 0 
2 0 1 
















































0 \~~ ~ Q ~Q ;q,.~'~ vO 




































































































FL'rHT 4 9 
• 





1 , 1 S 1 
0.1 )~O~ ~5 
· 
































































































p =r l""Q,r 86, TT=.,. ~ W t 1 3 
FlrrHT 4 'J • 





9 'i 2 
0.10"'01: 05 
· 




































































































Q t:Tf)Q fl 67. 
FLlr.HT 4 8 
• 




\/ 1 1 3 
1 • 'i 9 'i It 
0.10'1,)1: 05 
·
3 0 • RFcnRD lENGTH = 1 ~EC • 


















































































































DFrOR') LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
 
D')') VlIUJC nr 1.0 = i}.tO~O~ 05 





































































































~Fr'1t'n gq, Tn"'· , \' ~ 1 
FLrCHT 4 B • rQA~~ 1 5 q 0; 6 
· 




PS"! VlI,lqr ('IF 1 • ') = 
THr psr V.... LtJ~S 
O.41(),)r' 
Jr.p"'!. r c q, 
05 
0 7 4 10
,0 0 5 
4 7 4 
n f I I 2 
4 0 n 0 
Pfrr,rn 00, , Tt"'11 , 
•
fLtr.IIT 4 6 ~~AP4F 
oso VAl ,IJ: or 1.0 = 
0 9 \5 
1 6
" 0 n 7 
n <; 5 
0 ? ? 
" 3 '. 
· 	









7 0 0 
7 2 0 
0 0 2 
17 <; q 
2 4 2 























































































































































ccrn~r 01 • TTI:''V S W 3 '. 
Tl.IGYT 4 8 F"t'\H": 1 	 , S q ~ 2 . 7 0 • Q::COqO L!;f.JGTJ.f = 1 S~C.
· 
"'Sf) V,\LII;:: or 1.1) = '1.1Jl0~ 0' 
TH!: P $1) VAt It::: S Tt!T!:("::Q 
, 	 ,0 7 r 10 's 2 4 4 2 7 ? s 7 7 S 0 3 5 
') 7 	 ,I 4 2 I? 10 I 2 0 0 5 2 0 ? 2 2 13 0 
7 1 1 
, , 
9 4 ~ 6 '. 0 1 0 1 4 5 ? 0 0 2 0 0" 2 3 7 2 ~ 0 S 4 0 2 4 0 1 3 1 9 1 5 
0 I) 7 n 1 2 0 s i 1 2 3 7 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 
rl=f(l~"\ 97. ITr"t,A S W 	1 ~ 4 

, ,
q T~HT 4 0 • FPAvC 9 S_ 4 J 0 • RECORD lC~GTH 1 SEC. 





 TH!: r><;11 VJ'UI::C; T~Trr;EQ. 
0 2 7 '. 4 4 2 7 2 3 7 0 0 9 q B 6 0 2 0 
2 2 0 2 0 3 4 2 0 1 5 4 ? 2 2 0 2 2, '. 	 '2 0 11 6 1 ? 10 2 10 0 5 1 6 2 S 6 5 4 4 2 
q 	 ,~ 	 1 n 2 4 0 7 5 6 0 2 s 0 1 5 4 4 7 0,Il 0 3 4 ~ 2 J 0 0 2 3 q 0 n 4 ? 0 0 2\ 
t'r'r,,~1') q~. TTC"~ S ~ 3 4~ 
I=l I r;-iT 4 8 ~PA ....u= 	 135956.80 RFrO~D LENGTH = 1 c;rr.• 
P~D If lIJC' OF' 1.0 = O.lO30~ 05 
TH~C P<;I) VHIJc:'S HLT!=r=~ 
2 0 0 13 10 7 7 0 1 2 11 2 11 10 9 2 2 , 
2 • 4 n
, 1 5 12 24 55 
, 0 13 71 0 ? "~ 72 B 2 6 ~ 
3S 7 10 9 3 10 13 5 4 2 4 ~ 6 1 11 4 3 4 6 
4 3 0 1,' 2 4 7 4 0 5 2 7 15 B 2 3 5 5 4 5 
f 7 I" 0 1\ 9 1 q 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 0 2, 	 , 
'. 
O=C'1i:'J) 04. fT=", C; < 1 3 4 
FLI""T 4 8 • 

































































































o~rO'H'\ 9'. ~Tt:~ '; r 1 7 2 
•
FLtr;HT 4 8 
o,n V~LU;= 01= 
r o A· .... 
1.0 = 
, 5 9 5 1 
,).1\130::: (')1 
. 7 0 • RFCORO l,,~GTH = I s~c. 
-
I-' 
\D TYE "'" 
1/,. LtJ:::S IMrt"r;~p 
0 1 ~ 4 11 
0 0 " ) 7 "? 1 
7 IR J n 3 1 f, 
l' 
,7 0 ? 1 0 1 
7 7 7 11 15 ?1
" 
[>(:c .... OI"'\ f Tf"U ?"I>. , . 0 7 
, 
FU'"HT 4 d • 1= ,) , ": t. 3 , 0 r, . 7
"' 
P')I) vt-l!J~ Of" 1.1 ; 1).1t)')C;; (n 







4 114 72 
7 4 0 
10 78 3 
4 2 0 





















































































































































i'Ernrol' 97. T TI"", < T 0) 7 ? 
FL tr'HT 4 R • 
D<l VALUf or 
cro""r 
1.0 : 
1 5 q S f. 
O.t')~')c O~ 
· 
3 ~ • RFCOP~ L'~GTH 1 $::r. 


































































































C':-C l;?f) t;lS, 
FL Tt;~1T f, a , 




T 0 7 ? 
1 1 , , 6 
o.t'l?'l" '13 
· 








T4" OS" "'d IIC<; 
7 25 61 
0 ~ r, 
4 '. 
, 

















































































I=-l JPIT 4 8 
• 
oS'" \lIJ.Ulf 0" 
tTC~ < 
F~ J\"O:: 
1. I) : 
T 0 7 2 
3 5 9 , A 
!l.'d ~')C 03 
· 
5 5 • PECI1QO lFNGTH = I ~EC. 
















































































































9 ~ 1 
· 
70. RFcnRn lE~GTH = 1 ss:r. 






Tl-ft? p,~ "'LUr"e; 
? ? 3 
0 ? 0 
5 < 2 
0 , 0 


















































































FL yr;HT 4 e • f"IH•..,e 
P," VALU!,= 01: 1.0 = 
TI-n" 0<)0 "'\t L" c: 
7 7 1 1 '6 




3 7 7 4 
> 1 ? 2 




4 71 q 
7 2 19 
b n >7 
7 1" l? 
7 4 3 







22 1~ 15 
37 11 18 
11 8 7 
2 10 14 
















































q=r'iPI' IO?, 'TI= ... ~ T 0 7 , 
1=1 fi'iHT 4 S • 
1l';0 V.1.lUF or 
t::QII.M'= 
1.0 = 
1 3 0; q 0; 4 
0.,C:;70:: 02 
· 




























































































,r:'Fr("l"'n un, < T 0 7'''': .. 
0 
· 
1rLr~I-fT 4 , r D ,'I. M r ~ <; 9 <; ~ ~ 0 , ~ECOpn LE~GTH = SI=C. 
P'~ VI\LUr: 0< J .0 • 0."7')r" 17 



































































































orcn~f) 104, T'" c~. , T 0 7 3 
rLTGHT 4 ~ , c: 'I ~ .. I: \ , <; 9 5 ~ 
· 
5 5 , q,t:'CODfI LE\lGTH 1= "Fe. 









THe: p~t) V~l"I:''5 









l ~ITrr Ell 
1\ 4 
" 








































































kt"Cnt'1') 101), ' Tt"°d , T 1 \ q 
I=L Tr.HT 4 'l • 
P<;1 \/"-l U'" or 
COAMC 
\.n = 




7 0 • QE'cnpo LfNGTH 1= 
 SfC. 





































































































p c-(" '1'( f) 106, J T t:'-t "i T 1 e 
CL:G'-lT 4 A 
• 
ro ,\Yc , , 9 5 ? • 7 0 • Q:~("'1~O lE'~r,TH = 1 SEC. 
pso VAllif 0" 1.0 :: 0.41ryOE 05 





































































































~Frf"O~ 107. rTC", I) T 1 1 S 
r:Llr;~1T 4 a • CQ AI.. r: 1 5 9 5 4 · 30. 
REcnqo LC"NGTH 1 ~ C:C. 
o,n V~LtlF 0" 1.0 = 0.'.1001= 05 
t--' 
\0 
V1 TH7 "<;n VALU r <; JlJTr:r;t:p 
? 0 a r , 
4 11 ", 75 10 10 
2 q n 3 ? 1 
2 1 ? 5 0 ? 
5 2 0 ? , ? 
c =r,,",Qr'I lon, IT: .... , T 1 e 
r'L yrl4T 4 0 , I=qi\'~t: , 0; D 0; " 
!'I<;1 VALue or 1. n ;:; (').'.11t')r" 0' 














17 8 8 
18 34 15 
1 4 6 
a ? 0 




















































































































































I=l T(',HT 4 8 • 	 
0" VAUIF 	 'JF 
t Tt"'V' , T 
" 
C'R ,,'It: , 5 q 
" 
S 










THe r~n V""111:1\ 
l) 	 ?7• 
? 5 
11" 	 q , 
n 4 '. 














































































perno;) ITCM11O, 5 
CI)f1t..1 CFl yr4T 4 .. • 
p" V1\ L' p::" DC =I. " 
T~e PSI) V" I II!: S 
T 0 1 1 





1 0 • RFCOPI) lE'IGTH • 



































































































RFC"qn 111 , 
FL Y(.HT 4 8 • 	 
pso VAL'je: 	 OF 
TT""'1 5 
~!)/J',t~ 
1 ••1 = 
T n 1 7 





p~cnIH} LENGTH = 1 SE""C. 
"fl-lr pro 



































































































fHT"'OQ 11? , TTI::',,4 S T 0 7 7 
~LIr,HT 
'. P • ~o I\, "'1= , • 9 ~ 4 
·
3 0 • • "'COPO lE~GTH 1 SEC • 
psn Vo\lII C or- 1.fJ = O.'tlOOE 0' 






































































































I')c':"'",) 11"\ t tT=~ S T n 7 7 
\::LT17HT 4 S • CQA\!I: 
., 
" 
9 " , 
· 
p,n \t\tU e Of t.'> = O.?'l71C: % 
T'-iC: PS) \11\111'=<:: I ·,p"rr,'"q, 






































































































prc'1PI') 1 1 't t r TC:'-1 0; 
\::t tr.HT 
'. s • 
j:p 1\ Vi 
D,,') v "-I '/1: n" , .) -= 
T4:: r,' HI.!}!:'; 
T 0 7 7 
3 5 q 0; 8 
,) . '.1 ')0" H 
r .~- ... r,1'"? 
· 
0; 0; 


































































































oc..r ..... ~') 1 1 '5 , 
I='"L !";'H ,4 8 
oS' V"\L1J c 0c 
'T'-'" <; 
1=('),\\,\,= 
, .0 = 
T 1 1 , 




7 0 • 



























































































QCrrtD,,) 1 1,t.., 
CL'!';4"" q ,'. 
p<;r V\lIIC u" 
I r ., '; 
c (') '" \t:" 
1.0 = 
T .J 1 S 
,1 ~ ? 2 
1. "J57,)r O~ 
· 
7 0 • 









T';= 0<;0 VALlJrS 
,? 7 
1 ? 0 
4 10 9 
0 1 
" 17 11 10 














































































cltr;HT 4 R , 
osry v \llJc o· 
1TiP1 ~ 
c~A""c 
I .1 = 










t! F=CORfJ Lf%TH = 1 C;r:C. 


































































































')!:C ('0 ') 11 Cl t t TC 'A , T 0 7 a 
""Llt;1-lT 4 P • 
n~n V~l 'JC' OC 
c:o.\,..u: 
1.1) = 




• 9 0 , RI=COIP) l F"'It;TH = 1 SEC. 































































































? 1: ....);:! .... l1 Q , 1 r-'" <; T 0 7 1 






<; 5 , o'!:rORr') Lf'\Jr,TH = 1 c; c.:r. 































































































~::-"'''''t'f) 1 ZO, 
:::lIr.HT I, S • 
,<, V~lll(" 
" 
I T c: '} ~ 
C:"j,,-,C 
t ... , = 
T 3 <; 






































































































p rr ..... ') r; 
rLf'";llT 
171 t 






, 9 , ~ 
· 
7 0 , Rrrr)IH) U:'lGTH • 1 SI=C. 






























































































., rC'lDC) 1'" 2 t TTrOt , 
cL rr,HT 4 B • cQ\I.t= 
oS~ VhLIJc (lr ,1.0 
· 
T 1 , 0; 







































































































4 t , 
l T !;:I} < T 




Q 5 , 
· 










































































































n ::c .... :- '1 t 2't • 
t:L'r~H 4 ., , 




~ 1 5 
, 5 9 , p 
O.2570J: )~ 

































































































~FCORO 1, I TE~ A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 ~ , FP AV,E 1 3 4 4 2 6 
· 
20, RECORD LE%TY = 1 SEC. 
psn VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030"-03 





































































































QECORO 2. tTE'''' A W 0 0 
FL I GHT 4 B , FQAME 3 4 4 3 2 
· 




PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 







































































































kEcnRO 3. I TFH A W 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , I=Q,AMF 1 3 4 4 3 '6 • 2 0 1 RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALU, or 1.0 = 0.Z'10E-02 





































































































• ECC~D 4. ITEM A 
" D 0 1 
FL IG~T 4 8 • F?AME 3 4 4 3 9 
· 
6 5 • RECORD LENGTH : 1 SEC. 
PS0 VALlrE OF 1.0 = 0.2570:-02 





































































































kECUR.O 5. ITE~I A W 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 4 B • cRA \1E 3 4 4 2 " · 
 
2 o • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





THE P~D VALUES INTEGER 
0 2 4 2 3 9 
1 5 2 5 3 7 
15 12 4 6 6 2 
4 5 5 31 12 0 
II 12 I 7 4 4 
~ECORD 6. I TE" A W 0 0 2 
FLIGHT 4 6 • FRA.ME 1 3 4 4 3 2 














0 10 0 
2 2 3 
D 2 0 
18 5 II 
























































































































































,=:'I"'~D 7. IT E~ A > 0 0 2 
::'L ::; ..q 4 8 
• 
t:q,,"11= 3 4 '. 3 6 
· 
2 0 • RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEG. 
PS:J VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.257uE-02 










































































































FL I GHT 4 B 
• 
~RAMe 
PS9 VALUE OF L.O = 
THE PSO VALUE S 









































































































RECORD 9. ITE~ A B 0 1 8 
FL IGHT 4 8 • rRAME 1 3 4,4 2 6 
· 
2 0 • RECORD I!ENGTH = 1 SEC~ 
PS1 VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4100E-05 





































































































RECORD 10. ITEM \ g 0 1 8 
FLI GriT 4 8 • F~A~E 1 3 4 4 3 2 · 3 0 • 
RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E-03 





































































































RECORO 11. I TEM A q 0 1 8 
FLlGriT 4 8 • FOAMr 1 3 4 4 3 6 • 2 () , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
P<;O V~LUE JC 1.0 = 0.2570E-04 
N 
0 
VI THE PSG VALUr::S I NTEGE~ 
0 0 0 0 
2 2 0 0 
5 11 Z'> 15 
2 0 0 0 
4 6 U 4 
I:(;:C:J~D 12, rTE"1 /I. 
FLIGHT 4 8 HA"E• 
PSD VALUE uF 1.0 = 
~ 0 0 
0 0 2 
56 40 23 
2 2 0 
4 0 0 
a u 8 








0 0 0 
2 6 0 
57 153 4 
0 0 0 

















































Q ~~o ~~~ 
'~c> '1'0 ~ 




































































































RECUqD 13, I TF"l t~ 9 0 9 
FL IGHT 4 8 , FRA"Ir I 3 4 4 2 6 
• 2 a , RECOqO 1:ENGTH = I .$ EC • 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4100b05 





































































































RECU~D l4, ITE'" A R a I 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FqM~E 3 4,4 3 2 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 










































































































4 8 , 
lI,TEM A B 0, 
FRAPE 3 
1- 9 
4 4 3 6 
· 
2 a , RECORD_LENGTH = I-SEC. 
?SJ VALUE 0" t.) = J.'570E~04 



































































































R!:COq,D 16. ITF"1 D, ~ 0 1 9 
FL IGHT 4 8 • FR4ME 1 3 4 4 3 9 · 
6 5 • RECORD lE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
?SD VA.lUE UF 1.0 = O.2570E-04 





































































































OECORO 17. ITEM A 8 0 2 0 
cLIGHT 4 8 • FPAME 3 4 4 2 6 · 2 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.103aE-05 
N 
0 





































































































P=CORD is, I T E'" A 
FLIGHT 4 d 
• 
FQA"IE 
P S~ VALUc OF 1.0 = 
~ 0 2 0 
3 4 4 3 2 
11.1030,-)5 
· 
3 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
0 
19# ;;><"Q ~-<l ~ 9~:c~ 




































































































PECOPU 19, tTr y A B 0 2 0 
FL IGHT 4 ti • F~A\lE 3 4 4 3 6 • 2 
 o • RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0= v.4100E-OS 
 





































































































RECOhO 20. I T£:M A ~ 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSD VALUF OF 
F~A~f 
1.0 = 
1 3 4 to 3 9 
0.4100E-05 
· 
































































































RECORD 21. I TE~ A F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 4 4 2 6 2
· 
0 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE 01: 1.0 = 0.1030E-OS 





































































































Q.ECO::J 22. rTE'1 A F 0 0 9 
FLlG~T 4 8 • FRAMe I 3 4 4 3 2 .30 • RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSQ VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100:-05 





































































































RECORD 23. I p=/v4 A F 0 0 9 
FLl GHT 4 8 • Fq,AME 1 3 4 4 3 6 . 20. RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 




THE PSO VALUES 
2 0 0 0 
37 2 1 16 
13 0 25 3 
2 0 I 8 
2 2 '. 2 
RECORD 24. IT!;:"! A 
FLI:;HT 4 8 
• 
FRAME 







F 0 0 9 














2 4 2 
4 0 5 
II 10 6 
1 4 2 















































OO~ ,~ 0-<},,~O~ ~, -I> 
~~ ~ 





































































































"ECO.O 25. TTfM 4 F 0 a 
FLIGrlT 4 8 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
FP4/JE 
1.0 = 
3 4 4 2 6 
0.2570E-06 
2 o • RECORO LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 26, , IT!:M A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 4 4 3 2 • 2 o , RECORD LE~GTH'= 1 SEC. 









THE PSll VALUES 
2 0 0, 
4 5 1 
65 10 71 
5 24 4 













































































RECuRD 27, ITEM A F 0 1 0 
FLIGHT 4 B , FRA'lE 1 3 4 4 3 6 .. 2 0 , RECORD,LENG,TH = 1 S EG. 
PSD VALUE OF 1 .. 0 % O.1030E-05 






































































































PFCORO 28. IH~ A F 0 1 0 
FLlGYT 4 8 • FRAI,IE 1 3 4 4 3 9 .65 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 '= 0.4100:-05 





































































































RECORD 29. IP-M S W 1 2 3 
FL IGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 4 4 2 6 • 2 0 , RECORO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570[ 02 
"" r' 
r' 




































































































RECORD 30. I HII S 
FLIGHT 48. FQ,A ~E 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSi) VAL Ji 5 
'" 
1 2 J 
1 3 4 4 3 2 
0.2570, 02 
: liT:,";:::.! 



















































































































4 3 6 . 2 U • "R=CORO --LENGTH ='1 -sec. 






THE' PSD VALU~S ( .. I '-:TE:GER 
0 0 2 11 160 
1 '0 • 2 21 0 
30 3 4 3 6 
3 7 5 53 6 








































































RECORO 32. ITE'" S W 1 2 3 
'FLIGHT' 4 8 • FO'AME 1 3'4 4 3 9·. 6 5 , REC'ORO LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = J:I030E 03 
- N
--,...,



































































































' • 2 
: 1'1 
, RECORD 3'3 t ITEM S"W 1 2 4 
FLlG'HT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 4~;4 2 6 • 2 0 , -RECORD ~ENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1 .. 0 = 0.1030E 07 





































































































REC~RD 34, ITEM S " 2 4 
FLIGHT 4 8 , "RAHF 1 3 4 4 3 2 
· 
3 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 07 





































































































Ki:COPO 3, , ITE~ S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 3 4 4 3 6 
· 
2 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.4100e 07 
N 
I-' 





































































































RECO~D 36, IT;:'" S W 1 2 4 
FLIGHT 4 ij , Fo..AM= 3 4 439 
· 
6 5 , RECORD U:NGTH = 1 SEC. 
psn VALUf OF t.o = O.l'tlOOr­ 07 





































































































REC~'lD 37. J TE'" S W t 2 5 
FL ImlT 4 0 
• 
"FP~A"'( 
PSG VALUE OF t •. J = 
3~ 4 4 2 6 
a.4tOOF 05 
. 2 0 • f{ECORD LE"IGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RfCORO 30. ITE~ S W t 2 5 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRA.ME 1 3 4 4 3 2 .30 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E 06 
N 
..... 





































































































ReCORD 39. IT~~ S ~ 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 4 S • FQAI'JE 3 4 4 3 6 .20 , PECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF t.o = O.21j70C 06 




































































































R.I:CORD 40, ITE~ S 
" 
I 
 2 5 
FL IGYT 4 e , FRAME I 3 4 4 3 9 
· 
6 5 , RECORD Le~GTH = I SEC.
 
PS0 VALUF OF 1.0 = 0 .. 2510= 06 





































































































PECORD 41. I rev, S 1
" 
2 6 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRh""E I 3 4 4 2 6 • 2 0 t RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 




THE PSD VALUES 
? 0 3 7 
J 3 0 0 
3 2 2 2 
3 0 2 3 
4 2 4 7 
RECORD 42. IrF~ S 







W I 2 6 













2 11 0 
14 3 6 
2 7 7 
a 3 3 
I 4 0 













































\{)O '1'~ ~~ PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2S70E 02 






































































































4~1, 4<ITE"'~S/.''''W~ 1 
4 8 , FRAM~ I 3 
2- 6 
44.3 6 ., 2 0 , 
~- ~ .. :: , \.,~ . 












TH~ psn V.AL,UES 
o , 0 2 
2 "l 0 
12 4 0 
4 I 11 

























































































PrcnRD 44, 1Tr::~' S W 1 ? 6 
 
, .. 
FLIGHT 4 8 , I, cQ,~ME 1 3 4. 4 311 9 ,. 6 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PS~ VALUE OF 1.0 = O.llBOc 03 
N 
I-' 





















































































































4 2 6 .
. 
2 0 , RECORD 
. '~t _r.,... 




PSQ VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 06 





































































































~ECOOD 46, ITEM S W 2 7 
FLrGHT 48, F!:tAME 1 3 4 4 3 2 • 3 0 , RI'CORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1 .. 0 = 0.1030: 07 





































































































RECO~D 47, ITI'M S W 2 7 
FLIGHT 48, FPAME 1 3 4 4 3 6 .. 2 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 











































































































PS~ VALUE OF 
I TE.., S 
FPAME 
1.0 = 
1<1 1 2 7 
3 4 4 3 9 
O.4100r 07 
.. 6 5 t RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
~~~ ~~O~ ~~ ~~ 





































































































R.ECORD 4', I TE" S -I 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 4 oJ , F~A./'.4E 3 4 4 2 6 
· 
2 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PS~ VALUE OF 1.0 = O.2570E 0.4 





































































































RECO'D 50, I TE" S W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 3 4 4 ~ 2 




PSD VAlUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECORD ~1. ITE:-' 5 W 1 2 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FQA~F 1 3 4 4 3 6 
· 
2 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
Psn VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030C 05 





































































































	RECO~O 52, ITE" S w I 2 8 
FLI~HT 4 8 , FRAME I 3 4 4 3 9 6
· 
5 , RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE 	 OF l.O = 0.4100E 05 






































































































RECORD 53, ITE"! S h 1 2 9 
t-' '" 
<J:l 
FLIGHT 8 , FRAf.'t:;
'. 	 
PS0 V4LUf 	 OF 1.0 = 
THE PSD VALUES 









































































































REC~~O ~4, IE" 	 S " 7. 9 
FLIGHT 4 3 • FQAV.E 3 4 4 3 2 • 3 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE 	 OF 1.0 = O.2570~ 02 





































































































D 'fC '1QO 55, 1 T ~"" S ~ 1 7 9 
C::L IGHT 4 e , P'AME 1 3 4 4 3 6 
· 
2 0 , Q"CORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUf OF 1.0 ~ 0.2570: 02 





































































































RE.CfiRD 56, ITE,"1 S W 1 2 9 
FLIGHT 4 d , FQI\ME. 3 4 4 3 9 • 6 5 , RECORQ LENGTH,= 1 SEC. 































































































~ECO~D 57, I TE~-\ S W 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 4 4 2 6 • 2 0 t RECORD. LENGTH 1 S Er; •• 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 





































































































P::CORD 58. I H~ S w I 3 0 
FLICHT 48. F~AI.I~ 1 3 4 4 1 2 • 3 0 , RECORD LE~GTH : 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 : O.4100E 05 





































































































R~CORO 59. ITf~ S '. 1 3 0 
FLIGHT 4 U • rqA~F 1 3 4 4 3 6 • 2 0 t RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 




























































































0 \~~ \~\ ~~ 
~E~OR("\ 00. 
FLIGHT 4 8 • 
PSD VALU, OF 
I TF" S 
FP A"E 
1.0 = 
.. 3 0 
1 3 4 4 3 9 
0.7570" 06 
• 6 5 t qECORQ LENGTH : 1 SEC. 
~~ ~ 
'lP 




































































































PEC~PD 61. IT!:,,! S \I 3 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 • F:?AI~E 1 3 4 4 2 6 
· 
2 a • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PS] VAluE OF 1.0 = O.. ?570E 04 





































































































RECORD 62. ITEM S ~ 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 4 e • FRAME 1 3 4 4 3 2 · 30. !'cECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 
N 
N 






































































































FL IGHT 4 8 • 
psn VALUE OF 
ITEM S W 1 3 1 
, 
FRAME,1 3 4 4 3 6 
1.0 = O.410f)~ 05 
• 2 0 , RECORD L ENGTli = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECQRD 64, ITE'" S W 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FQA",E 1 3 4 4 3 9 • 6 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUl OF 1.0 • O.4100E 05 





































































































RFCORO 65, lTF" S \I 1 3 2 




PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































f?ECORD 6&, ITE~ S w I 3 2 
FLIGHT 4 B , FPAME 1 3 4 4 3 2 
· 
3 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
PS~ V~LUE OF t • I) = 0.257J: 02 





































































































PECJP,) 67. I TF" S W 3 2 
FL'GHl' 4 0 
• 
PSO VALUF OF 
F::t ~ I~E 
1,0 = 





RECCRD L!:.~GTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 68. ITE" S w 1 3 2 
FL IGHT 4 8 
• 
PS0 VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 







































































































Q,':CQRD 69. ITE" S w 1 3 1 
FLIGHT 4 8 , F~A"E 1 3 4 4 2 6 
· 
2 a , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PS0 VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570· 04 




































































































RECQ~D 70, ITEM S W 1 3 3 
FLIGHT 4 " , FOA~E 3 4 4 3 2 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1030E 05 








































































































RECORD 71, ITE~ S 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRA~E 
PSD VALUE or 1.0 = 
THE pst) VALUES 
2 0 0 4 
11 6 2 2 
l 5 9 10 
6 1 2 9 
0 2 II 17 
w 1 3 3 
3 4 4 3 6 • 2 
0.1030e 05 
INTEGER 
8 42 5 
0 2 9 
25 4 12 
14 10 13 








0 5 3 
15 10 5 
7 11 0 
15 10 14 




















































RECORD 72, ITE'~ S I~ 1 3 3 
FL IGHT 4 8 • P~.AME 1 3 4 4 3 9 .65 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VA LUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E as 





































































































'ccrPIl n, ITEH s 1.J 3 4 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAt-4r 1 3 4 4 ? 6 
· 
2 0 , RECORD LENGTH 1 5 EC. 
P59 VALU~ 0F 1.0 = 0.4100E 03 




































































































RECORD 74, ITEM 5 W 3 4 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FPAME 1 3 4 4 3 2 
· 
3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VAL UE 5 
0 2 0 
7 6 9 
32 6 0 
10 13 10 













































































RECORD 75. ITEM 5 W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT 4 B • FRAME 1 3 4 '. 3 6 
· 
2 0 • RECORO LENGTH = 1 5EC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 





































































































RECORD 76. rTEM S W 1 3 4 
FLIG~T 4 S • F~A~E 1 3 4 4 3 9 
· 
6 5 • RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 05 





































































































RECORD 77. ITEM S T 0 7 2 
~LIGHT 4 a 
• 
rRAME 1 3 4 4 2 b • 2 0 t RECORD LENGTH ; 1 SEC. 

































































































R. ECI)RD 78, [Tl:'" S T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRA"E 1 3 4 4 3 2 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE 0F 1.0 = o .I030E 03 





































































































RECOqO 79. I TE" S T 0 7 2 
FL IGHT 4 8 • F!(AME 1 3 4 4 3 6 • 2 o • RECORO LE%TH 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 03 





































































































,ECDRO 80. ITEM S T 0 7 2 
FL I GHT 4 8 • FRA"E 1.3 4 4 3 9 • 6 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 




















































































































4 2 6 • 2 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = O.Z'i70E 06 





































































































PECO_O 82, ITEM S T o 7 3 
FLIGHT 48, FRAME 1 3 4 4 3 2 • '3 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 • 0.2570E 06 




0 a 0 2 
0 4 2 5 
4 0 B 2 
10 5 10 2 
7 0 5 11 
RECORO 83, !TE" S 
FUC,HT 4 B , FRA"IE 
PS~ VALUE OF 1.0 = 
THE PSO VALUES 
o 2 6 0 
4 0 l 0 
4 2 b 1 
20 	 2 2 12 
2 2 () 5 
4 0 11 
'J 0 2 
3 9 1 
6 1 10 
2 0 0 
T 0 7 3 
1 3 4 4 3 6 • 
0.2570E 06 
INTEGER 
0 4 2 
2 0 0 
I 2 2 
0 2 2 













2 7 12 
0 0 4 
0 2
" 2 4 7 
8 12 0 
RECORO LENGTH 
3 19 18 
3 2 2 
2 0 0 
2 5 1 




































































































4 8 , 










4 3 9 • 6 5 t RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF l.~ = 0.257JE 06 





































































































RfCf'RD 8 <;. ITEM S T 1 8 
FLIGHT 4 B • FqAeE 1 3 4 4 2 6 .20 t RECORD LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.lu30E 05 





































































































RECORD 66, ITE4 5 T 1 1 8 





PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































PCCOQO B7. 1TEM 5 T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 4 B • Fq~"le 1 3 4 4 3 6 • 2 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570F 06 





































































































• ECORO 88. trE"! S T 1 1 B 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRA':E 1 3 4 4 3 9 .65 • RECORD LE~GTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE JF 1.0 = 0.2570E 06 





































































































RECORD 89. ITEM S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 4 4 2 6 . 2 0 , RECORD LENGTH = I SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4IOOE 03 
N 
W 





































































































REC(lRD 90. I TEll S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FOAME 1 3 4 4 3 2 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 03 







































































































RECOo,D 91, I TE~ S T 0 7 7 
FL IG>lT 4 8 , FRA'AF 1 3 4 4 3 6 
• 2 o , RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
PSD VhLlJE OF 1.0 " 0.4100E 03 




































































































RECORD 92, ITEM S T o 7 7 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FRAME 1 3 4 4 3 9 
· 
6 5 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALU< OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 03 
N 
W 





































































































RECORD 93. ITc~ S T 0 7 8 
FLIGHT 4 B 
• 
FRA0,4E 1 3 4 4 2 6 
· 
2 0 RECORD LENGTIi 1 SEC. 
PSG VALUe OF 1.0 = O.2~70'= 06 





































































































RECO'lO 9'. t ITEM S T 0 1 8 
FLIGHT 4 8 • FRAM!: 1 3 4 4 3 2 . 3 0 • RECORD LENGTH • 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE 0" 1.0 • 0.2570E 06 







































































































RFCO~D 95. ITE~ S 
FLIGHT 4 8 FPA/lE• 
PSD VAlUF OF 1.0 • 
THE psa VALUE 5 
0 2 2 7 
0 2 2 0 
2 7 9 5 
7 5 2 3 
3 2 a 2 
T D 1 8 





















2 5 24 
4 2 1 
6 6 20 
7 8 9 

















































'.0 % '~~ ,~,
Ig.o, ~~ 
REcrRO 96. I TE 1 S T 0 7 8 
FLIGhT 4 8 • FRA~" 1 3 4 4 3 9 & 5 • RECORD LENGTH 1 SEC. 
?S1 VALUE OF l. I,) = 0.2570E D& 





































































































RECO.O 97. I TE" 5 T 3 5 
FLIGHT 4 8 • CRAM!? 1 3 '. 4 2 6 • 2 0 t RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 04 





































































































RECORD 98, lTE~ 5 T 1 3 5 
FLIGHT 4 S • FDA l.c: 1 3 4 4 3 2 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGT~ ~ 1 SE~. 
PSO VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.4100E 05 
"" W 





































































































RECORD 99. ITE.., S T 1 3 5 
FLlt;'-lT 4 8 • FRAME 3 4 4 3 6 
• 2 a • • ECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC • 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2570E 06 







































































































fLlbHT 4 8 




T 1 J 5 
1 3 4 4 3 9 
0.2570E 06 
.65 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 








































































































pI:: IR"') I • I TF -I 4- W 0 0 I 
JZL I":'HT 5 q • 
PSry V~LUF OJ: 
!=~ 6,\1E 
1.0 = 
0 3 I 9 ~ I 
0.5130E-02 
· 
a a • RFCORO LENGTH 2 SFC. 





































































































RFcoRn 2. ITF~ A ~ 0 0 1 
FLIGHT 5 9 • FRJ\MF a 3 I 9 o 3 • 0 0 f RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 









THF PSO VALJ,S 
2 4 8 
7 5 2 
4 12 5 
8 13 10 
























































































9 a 7 
· 
a a • RECORO LENG'TH = 2 SEC .. 
P51 VALIIF OF 1.0 = 0.5130F-02 





































































































RFC'1Rr) I, • IT E "I 4. ri 0 0 7 
FL IGI-lT 5 9 • qA~E 0 3 1 9 o 1 . o 0 • RE:ORO lE~GTH = 2 SFC. 
"SO VAlJE OF 1.0 = o .1280F-02 





































































































RE:1W 5. I TF~ A >I 0 o ? 
FLIGI4T 0; 9 
· 
I:p ~'J,I: 
'J 3 1 9 0 , . o 0 • RECORD Lff'..lGTH = 2 SEC. 









































































































RC':'OR'1 ~. I TI= "1 A ~ 0 0 7 
FLIGHT 5 9 • F~4."1E' ) 3 1 9 o 7 o 0 • RFCORO lENGTH = 2 SEC. 
psn VAL'JF OC:: I.? = 0.1780E-02 





































































































QF:O~[) 7, (T~'1 A q 0 8 
Fl t "'iYT 5 9 , FRAI.1E 0 3 I 9 o I . o 0 , RECORD LF%TH 2 SEC. 
PS'} VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.5130"-04 





































































































~E:3RO a. ITI=M A B 0 1 8 




PS~ V~LUE OF 1.0 = 
















































































































9 o 7 . 00. REG ORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS) VALUF 0" i.O = O,5130F-04 





































































































FLIGHT 5 9 , 
psn VALUE OF 
ITF~ A 9 0 1 Q 
FI{A."1F n 3 9 0 1 
1.0 = 0.2050E-03 
· 
00. RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
<6 ~~Q ,,~~~ ~. :0 
\90 '1Q ~~ 





































































































RE:: 0 Rf) ll. !TE~ h ~ 0 9 
FLIGHT 5 9 • FR"..,F" a 3 1 9 o 3 
· 




psn VALUE OF 1.0 = 







































































































PECQQr') 12, ITE~ A 8 0 I q 
FL t GI-f T 5 9 • !:RA'tr 0 3 1 9 o 7 
· 
o 0 • RFCORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS) VALUE OF 1.0 = Q.~110E-04 





































































































RFCOOD 13. ITI=,-l, A ~ 0 2 0 
FL1GYT 5 q • 
P'D VALUF OF 
~~ i\'-tF 
1.0 = 
9 3 9 0 1 
0.12801=-0/• 
· 
o 0 • q,ECORO L'E~GTH = 2 SfC. 



































































































RESC1~D 14. JTC\1 A g <l 2 ~ 
l:'Ltr;HT 5 q 
• 
PS) VhLUE OF 
I=~A"1E 
1.0 = 
0 3 1 q o 3 
0.126'OF-04 
· 
o 0 • RECORD LFNGTH =!2 SEC. 
N 
.po 





































































































RESJ1.') 15. ITE" A q 0 2 0 
FLIGHT 5 q • 
PS) VALUE <JF 
FQh~F J 3 1 q o 7 
1.0 = 0.1280F-04 
· 
o 0 • RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 




































































































RFCC'Rf) 16. ITF~ A F 0 0 q 
FLIGHT <; 9 • nA~F 0 3 1 9 o 1 
PS) VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1280F-04 
T~E PS~ VALUE S J1IJTFGI:R 




































































































RE~~~O 17. ITF~ A F 0 0 9 




PSO VALUF O~ l.O = 






































































































RF:OR') 1S. rrr"l 0\ F 0 0 9 
FLIGHT 5 9 • FQA"tF J 3 1 9 o 7 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS1 VA.LUe Qr LO = O.2050F-OC:;: 



































































































R~:J-{"" 19. t Tr'~ .\ F a a 
FLIJrlT 5 9 . I=DA"tE 
PS) VALUF OF 1.0 = 
a 3 I 9 a 1 
a.20S0E-05 
. o a • RFCORD LE~GTH = 2 SEC. 








































































































5 9 , 





9 a 3 .00 t RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
N 
"" N 
pso VALUE OF 1.0 = 









































































































5 9 • 





9 a 7 . a a • RECORD LENGT.H = 2 SEC. 
P50 VALIIF OF 1.0 = 0.700;0"-0, 



































































































RECORt) 22, IT~M ~ W 1 7 3 
FL I GHT 5 9 , FR4~E a 3 1 9 0 1 • 0 0 t RFCORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
P')i) VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2050F. O~ 





































































































RECORQ 23. fTf"'1 S A 1 2 3 
FlI GHT 5 9 , r'~AMF 0 3 1 9 o 3 
· 
o 0 • RECORD lFNGTH = 2 SEC. 
N 
"'" W 
PS~ VALUe o~ L.O = 








































































































RF:ORO 24, IT F'I 5 W 2 3 
FL T(j!.iT 5 9 , FRA,I.4E J 3 I 9 o 7 
· 
00. ReCORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
P~1 VAlur JF 1.0 = 0.5130'­ 02 





































































































RFC"'lQI') 75. JT~ .1 S ., ? 4 
FLIGI-IT 5 q • 
PSl VALUJ:'" OF 
~~A.o1F 
1.0 0 
J 3 9 J I 
0.2050E 07 
o 0 • RECnRD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 





































































































RS::OQ.'1 26. I TF'~ S W 7 4 
FLlGYT 5 9 • FPA"F 0 3 I 9 o ~ . o 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE' OF 1.0 = 0.1280F oa 
N 
.p. 




































































































RFCOPr') n. lTF~ S W I 2 4 
FLI,)H1 ? Q , FU~E 0 3 I 9 o 7 . o 0 • RECORa LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSg VALUF OF I.n = O.20"iOE 07 




































































































RF:nRQ 28. !TF~ S .; 7 5 
FLIGHT 5 9 F[)AMF n 3 1 9 o 1• 
P~D VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1280F Oh 
THE Psn VALUFS lNTFGPl 
· 
o 0 • RECORD LENGTH 2 SFC. 
<e~~<A' 
'OO~',~. ",0, 





































































































RF::Q~r) 29. ITE~ ~ .; 1 2 5 
FLIGHT 59. FqAMF 0 3 1 9 o 3 
· 
o 
 0 • RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC. 
PS" VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5130F 06 
 







































































































qE:JQO 30. TP='-1 S W 7 S 
FLI GYT 5 9 • I=RA,I.\E J 3 9 o 7 
· 
o 
 0 • RECORO LE~GTH 2 SEC. 
p~O VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.1280E 06 
 




































































































~f::0Pf) 11. fT ~"i S 'rI 2 6 
FLI';HT 5 9 
· 
F~>\"'F 0 3 I 0 0 I 
· 
o 0 • RFCORO LENGTH 2 SEC. 
P,O VA.Lue t)t: 1.0 = 0.51301; 02 





































































































PF:Cl~r) 32. tTPl 5 W 2 6 
FL18rlT 5 9 • FR.A"'1F a 3 1 9 o 3 
· 
a 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
"" -I'­
'" 
PSD V41IJF OF 1.0 = 







































































































RFCO·O 13. !TF~ 5 
"
1 2 6 
FLlGHT S 9 • FR~~F 0 
, 9 o 7 
· 
o 0 • REC ORO L ENG TH = 2 SEC. 
PS1 V4L'IF OF 1.0 = 0.51301= 02 





































































































~!:::nq9 34, !TF~ ~ II 2 7 
FLIGHT 5 9 , FRAI>1E= 0 3 1 9 o 1 .00 , RECORD LF~GTH = 2 SFC. 
PS) VALUE OC 1.0 = 0.5130" 06 
Tl-i= PSI') VALUfS INTFGER 
4 1 5 13 
a 5 2 2 
4 17 4 5 
14 4 21 16 
11 11 5 2 





















































































FLIGHT 5 9 , F~AMF a ~ 9 0 3 . o 
PS1 VAt U!:" OF 1.0 = 0.2050r 07 
THf P5D VALJf'S l"JT~G·R. 






































































































RF:;'-H') 36, lTCV, 5 • 
 2 7 
FLIGHT 59, FR.A"IF 0 3 9 o 7 . o 0 , RFCORD LENGTH 2 SFC. 
 
O~1 VALUF o~ 1.0 = O.Z050F 07 




































































































qS::(l~"" '7. ITS:\A S W 2 8 
FLtG!-lT 5 q • ~p 1\"1 E 0 3 9 0 1 . o 0 • RFCGRD LE~GTH 2 SEC. 
PS) VALUE 01= 1.0 = O. 7n~0' 05 





































































































p r:"ol. .... 3B. tTC."1 ~ W 1 2 8 
cLtG-IT <; 9 • ~~.\MF 0 3 9 o 3 . o 0 , REC ORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 









THO: PSI) VALIJcS 
2 5 100 
5 17 14 
18 30 5 
4 6 2 













































































~E~ORO H. ITFM ~ W 1 2 8 
FllI;HT ~ 9 . F~A.1E J 3 9 o 7 .00 • RECORO LE~GTH = 2 SEC. 
PS' V ~\LU~ 'JF 1.0 = 0.20<;0' 0<; 




































































































Rf:rRI') 40. fTC\( , <I 2 q 
FLIGHT 5 9 • J:P 4."1C 0 3 9 o 1 
· 
o 0 • R!'CORO LE%TH = 2 SEC. 
PS1 VALUE or 1.0 = 0.5130F 02 





































































































RCC1R.1') 41. I TJ:" oi S W 2 ~ 
FLl:;HT 5 9 • FR hl~F D 3 I 9 o 1 
· 
 
o 0 • RfCORD LE~GTH 2 SFC. 
.p­'" 
'!) 
P'i~ VILUF OF 1.0 = 









































































































RE:OQ.I') 47. I THI <; ~ 2 1 
FLl GHT 5 9 FR.A&,4F• 
P5' 'IAl'JE ('IF 1. a = 
THF PC;"'I V\l JC<; 
"\ 4 3 17 
1 0 6 0 
l 2 3 7 
2 2 2 " ,74 '1 2 
J 3 9 o 7 •
· 
o 0 
'1. ')1 ~O= 02 
T\JTFGF~ 
3' 175 4<; 6 
4 3 4 4 
'i 2 0 5 
7 12 6 3 





" 6 5 2 

























































, 9 • 





9 0 I o 0 • RECORO LENGTH 2 SEC. 
oS1 V4LUF OF 1.0 = 0.1280F 06 









































































































5 9 • 
ITr'",'s '''I 
r RI\<"1 J: 0 3 
3 0 
9 0 3 . 0 0 • 
' -,
RFC'ORO't:ENGTH = 2 SEC. 












































































































9 o 7 . o 0 • RECORD LFNGTH ? SEC. 
PS) VhLUF 01= 1.0 = O,lleOE 06 




































































































RF: nRn 46. lTF~ ~ W 3 1 
FLIGHT 5 9 • 
P,D V~LUE OF 
FR ~ME 0 1 1 9 o I 
t.O = 0.2050F 05 
• 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 2 SEC • 





































































































RE:ORO (t 7 t I TO" 5 W 1 1 
FI I GH T 59. r., ~~r 0 3 I 9 o 3 • 0 0 , RFCORO LENGTI1 2 'EC. 








T~F p,n VALur, 
4 14 138 
3 2~ 18 
42 44 6 
11 15q 














































































RE:ORO 48. ITF~ ~ W , 1 
FLIGHT 5 9 • 
p~n V~LUF OF 
FP I\MI= 
1.0 = 
0 3 1 9 o 7 
0.2050F 0, 
.00 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SFC. 




































































































REG'lRI) 49. IF~ S ~ 1 ' 7 
FLIr.HT 59. FI\A~F 0 3 1 901 • 0 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 2 ~EC. 
p~n VALUF OF 1.0 = a.1280E a2 





































































































RE:nRD <;0. l TF~ ~ W 1 3 2 




PSD VALUF aF 1.0 = 








































































































RrCORr> 51. l TF~ <; W 1 3 2 
FL l GHT 5 9 • FRA~C 0 3 1 9 o 7 . o a • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
Psn VALUe OF I. D = 0.1280' 02 





































































































'If:''~D 51. ITF~ S W 1-) ) 
FLIGHT 5 9 • • ~AMe 0 ) 1 9 o 1 .00 • RFCORD LENGTH a 2 SEC • 
p~, VALUE OF l.[) z O.2050E 05 




































































































RECORD 53. ITe", S W 1 3 3 




pq V"tJF OF 1.0 = 




































































































RE:,RO 54. ifF'! S W t 3 3 
FL IGHT 5 9 • FRAME 0 3 1 9 0 1 .00 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS~ VALUF OF 1.0 = O.2050E 05 








































































































'\~ ~, 'J ­
RF:nR, 55. ITF~ S W 1 3 4 
FLIGHT S 9 • 1= (:U,",c 0 3 1 9 o 1 
· 
o 0 • RFCORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS~ VALUE OF 1.0 = D.5130e 04 





































































































Re:: '1Q. 0 56. ITFM ~ W 1 1 4 
Fl tJriT 5 9 • CR.A"IE 0 3 1 q o 3 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 









THE PSO VALlJFS 
4 10 45 
3 7 12 
15 4~ 12 
9 3 6 













































































RF.:URO 57. ITE" S W 3 4 
FLIGHT 59. FRA~E 0 3 1 9 D 7 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH 2 2 SEC. 
PS~ VAl\Js.:: or:: 1.0 = 0.51'OF 04 












































































































9 o 1 • 0 () , RECORD LENGTH z 2 SEC. 
PS) VALliE OF 1.0 "" 0.5130F 02 











































































































9 o 3 • 0 0 t RECORD LE~GtH = 2 SEC. 
P~1 VALUF nF 1.0 = O.20C;OE 03 








































































































D t:"Cn,{rJ 60. lTF" S T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 59. F~A'1!: 0 3 1 9 o 7 
·
00. RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS') VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2,)50F 03 





































































































RC::;'OQ,D 61. ITE~ ~ T 0 1 3 
FLlr.HT S 9 • FQ.At-1E ~ 3 1 9 0 1 .00 • RFCORD LE~GTH = 2 SEC. 
PSry VALUF OF 1.0 = 0.1280F 06 




































































































RFcnR.O 62. ITfH S T 0 7 3 
FLIGHT 5 9 • t:p4,,\F 0 3 1 9 o 3 . o 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SFC. 









THI; p~n VALUES 
2 15 35 
2 4 0 
7 6 2 
2 3 7 













































































RE:,Rry 63. ITEM S T 0 7 3 
FU GHT S 9 • 
PS) VALlJ[ ,F 
FRAMF 
1.0 = 
0 3 1 9 o 7 
0.5130F 06 
. o 0 • RFCORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 







































































































RE:OR') 640 !TEll S T 1 1- 8 
FLIGHT 59. ~RA~E 0 3 1 9 o 1 • o 0 • ~ECORD Le~GTH • Z SfC. 
PS) VUUE OF 1.0 = O. p!aOE 06 





































































































RF:'lR'l 6~. lT~~ S T 1 1 8 
FLIGHT 5 <) • FRA~E o ~ 1 9 o 3 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS) VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.5130F 06 
N 
Ln 
































































































ITE~ S T 1, 
FRAMf 0 3 
1 8 
1 9 o 7 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC • 































































































~% ~~  ,.
1f2v<l\:'<P 
RFc"~n 67. ITF~ 5 T 0 7 7 
FL IGYT 5 9 • FR4~E a 3 1 9 a I • 0 0 , RFCORO LENGTH = 2 SFC. 
PS~ VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2050E 03 





































































































RE:ORn 68. ITFM S T 0 7 7 




PS9 VALUE OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECORD 69. ITF~ S T a 7 7 
FLIGHT 59. FRA~F a 3 1 9 o 7 • 0 0 • ReCORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2050F 03 





































































































RECORD 70. ITF~ S T 0 7 8 
FLIGHT 5 9 • 
PS) VALUE OF 
FR~~. a 3 1 9 o 1 
1.0 .... 0.1280E 06 
o 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 



































































































RE:ORD 71. IHH S T 0 7 8 




P51 VALUF OF 1.0 = 








































































































RFCORO 72. ITFM S T o 7 8 
FLtGHT 5 9 • FRAME 0 3 1 9 o 7 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 2 SFC. 






THE PSI) VALUF~ 
0 2 5 
9 3 0 
1 4 0 
4 6 6 












































































PE:OttO 73. I TFM S T \ ~ 5 
FLIGHT 5 q • FRAMF ~ 3 \ 9 o \ • 0 0 • ~ECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS~ VALUE OF i.:> = 0.1280E 06 





































































































PECORO 74. ITF~ S T \ 3 S 




PS~ VALUE OF , 1.0 = 








































































































RF:OR!) 75. I TFM S T 1 3 5 
FLIGHT 59. "RA~E 0 3 1 907 • 0 0 • RECORD LEI'lGTH = 2 SEC. 
PS) VALUE OF 1.0 = ~.5130F 06 






































































































R=CORe 1. ITE'" 5 T a 7 2 
FLiGH 4 8 , F~AME 1 1 3 
"
1 
 5 • 0 0 • RECCRO LENGTH =­ 1 SEC. 
P50 VAL'JE OF 1.0 -= O.10:30F 03 
 


































































































RECOPD 2, ITfM 5 T 0 7 2 
FLIGHT 4 8 , FrtAMF 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 7 0 • RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
































































































Rr::CCRn 3, tTEIJ. S T 0 7 2 
FL IG"'r 4 s , FRAME 1 J 3 4 1 1 • 3 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
'S~ VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E 03 







































































































Pt:CO~D 4. IT':'" S T 0 1 2 
FL IGPT 4 R , 
PS:> VlIl!/E OF 
FRAME 
1.0 ; 
1 3 3 4 1 9 
0.4100E 03 
.00 • RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 





































































































RECORD 5, IT"M S T 0 1 2 




PSD VAlU~ OF 1.0 = 








































































































RECCRO 6, ITEM S T 1 1 8 
FLIGIH 4 8 • FRA~E 1 3 3 4 1 5 . 00, R~CORO LENGTH: 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1030E C1 







































































































RCC'1RO 7. IT~" S T 1 1 B 
FLlG~T 4 8 • F~A'= 1 3 3 4 16. 7 0 • RECORD LENGT~ • 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 a O.410C~ 01 





































































































REC'J"D 6. IlEM 5 T 1 1 a 
FL TG~T 4 a • F~AME 1 3 3 4 1 1 .30 • RECORO LENGTH = 1 sec. 
PSD VALue ~F 1.0 : 0.4100E C7 





THE PSO VALUES 
0 9 4 
4 13 Z2 
Z 2 0 
7 7 6 













































































QECnpO 9. !TE~ S T 1 1 8 
FL IG~T 4 8 • cRA"'IE 1 3 3 4 1 9 • 0 a • RECORD LENGTH : 1 SEC. 






TI--f;:" ClS~ V'\LUc'S 
2 3 32 
'+ 15 57 
2 l 0 
4 12 8 












































































'~% ~~ ~~ 
'€21'Q\\ 
RCG/1RO 10. ITE~ S T 1 1 8 
FLIGJJT 4 8 • FRAM: 
~ 
PSry VALUE OF 1.0 = 
1 3 3 4 2 0 
0.2560E 08 
• 3 o , RECORD LENGTH • 1 SEC. 





































































































RECCRO 11. !TE~ S T 0 7 7 
FLIGI-T 4 a • FRA~E 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 0 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 































































































~EC"PO 12. ITE~ S T 0 7 7 
FLIGHT 4 8 • F~A"'E 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 7 0 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 

























































































PFCOf'O 13, ITEM S T 0 7 1 
FltGI-IT 4 8 • FRA~E 1 3 3 4 1 7 • 3 0 • RECORD LENGTH z 1 SEC. 
P~D VALUE OF 1 .. 0 a: O.41COE 03 





































































































RFcrlRO 14. ITE:~ S T 0 7 7 
FlIGJ-4T 48, 
PS~ V'LIJE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 3 3 4 1 9 
0.4100E 03 

































































































FL I Gt-IT 4 8 , 





T 0 7 7 
1 3 3 4 Z 0 
0.4100" 03 
• 3 0 , q~CORO LENGTH. 1 SEC. 





































































































'~% t2~ ~~ 
\~, 
qCCG~O If. ITEM S T 0 7 8 
FL tGI-T 4 ~ • Fq,Ar.-E 1 3 3 4 1 5 • 00, RECORO LE~GTH = 1 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2560E 06 





































































































Rer"J~D 17. IT 1='" 'i T C 7 8 
FLIGH 4 8 • FRAME 1 3 3 
" 
1 6 .70 , RECORD LENGTH = 1 SEC. 




THf P5D VALlJE 5 
2 0 5 4 
4 0 2 0 
" 
'J 7 a 
1 1 0 6 













































































R~CORO 18. ITEM 5 T a 7 8 
FL IGf-oT 't 0 , FRAME 1 3 3 4 1 7 • '30, REt ORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 
PS:) VAL'JE OF 1.0 :: 0.2560E 06 



































































































RECC.O 19. ITE~ S T 0 1 8 
Fl1-:; ...T 4 8 • 
PSD VALUE OF 
F~AHE 1 3 1 93 " 
1!:1.0 0.2560e 06 
• 0 0 , R~CORO LENGTH· 1 S~C. 





































































































~ECCRD 20. ITE~ S T 0 7 8 
FL IG,..T 4 B • FRAME 1 j 3 4 2 0 • 3 0 t RECORD LENGTH = t SEC. 








































































































FL IG~T 48. 





1 3 3 " 1 5 
0.2560f 04 








THI= psa VALues 
3 19 31 
20 27 4 
0 4 0 
89 13 1 













































































.~ .,j0'b ~\ci11$ 
~ 
R~Cr:Q:D 22, ITCM S T 1 3 5 
el IG"'T 4 B , FQ.4MI= 1 3 3 4 1 6 • 7 0 • RECORD LENGTH' 1 SEC. 






THE psn V,\LU~S 
0 , .. 
12 16 b 
Z 0 0 
d 2 0 













































































RFCORn 23, ITCM 5 T 1 3 5 
Fl r ; ...T 4 8 , ·q&~E 1 3 3 4 1"7 • .3 0 • HC ORO LENGTH = 1 SEC. 









THE PSO VALues 
3 0 L8 
10 7 4 
0 3 4 
2 12 1 












































































R'"COQO 24, ITEM S T 1 3 5 
FlI';rT 4 8 • FRAf~F 1 3 3 4 1 9 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH a 1 SEC. 
PSG VALUE OF 1.0 -= 0.4100E 05 
































































































RECCqO 25, ITEM S T 1 ~ 5 
FL tr; ...T 4 8 • fRAME 1 3 3 4 2 0 .30 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 1 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 1.0 :c: 0.2560E 06 




































































































RCC'JQO I, IHM S T a 7 2 
FL I GI-T 7 7 , FR.AME 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 a , REC~RO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
P50 VAL:)E OF 1.0 = 0.1280E 02 




































































































R:'C-'PO Z, ITE~ 5 T 0 7 2 
FL 1(;J-tT 7 7 • FRAME 1 .5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VAL'JE OF 1.0 = 0.5140E 02 





































































































REC1RO 3, HEM S T 0 1 2 
FL !CI-T 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 • REtORD LENGTH x 2 SEt. 
psa VALU!: Of 1.0 = 0.2050E 03 






































































































PEcr~D 4, ITFH S T o 7 2 
FL IGH 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 1 2 2 • 3 5 .. RECORD LF.NGTH 2 2 SEC. 
PSO VALue OF 1.0 = 0.2050~ 03 





































































































R1:'C n RO 5, ITEM S T 0 7 2 
FLl~"'T 1 7 , 
PSry VAL'lE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 = 
1 5 3 3 2 4
. 
0.2050e 03 









Tt<E -so V~Lues 
5 27 L9 
6 9 22 
b 15 II 
I~ 9 21 













































































R~C""'RD 6, IT!:"" S T Q 7 3 







V~UIE ~F 1.0 :: 
ThE "SO V4LUES 
25 48 47 
8 8 10 
eo 24 63 
6 8 8 











































































1" ~ '? 





R:C"OI) 7, n:" s T 0 7 3 
FL t'iI-lT 7 7 , FRMIE 1 5 3 3 1 5 .50 • RECORD LENGTH ; 2 SEC. 
PS~ VAL'JE' OF 1.0 = 0.2050E 05 





































































































RCClJflO e, ITE~ S T 0 7 3 
FL !GPT 7 7 , F~AME 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH • 2 SEC. 
PSO VALUE OF 
, 








THF PSD VAlU~S 
0 22 8 
13 4 19 
0 2 2 
11 6 5 













































































RECf"lPO 9, ITE" S T 0 7 3 
FLIGHT 7 7 , FRAM!: 1 5 3 3 2 2 .35 • RECORe LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSC VALUE OF 1.0 ; 0.1280C C6 





































































































C{ErcPO 10. ITE"!: S T a 1 3 
Fl Hi ...T 7 7 , FRAME 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 • RECORO LENGTH =2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.1280E C6 





































































































REcorD 11. ITF~ S T 1 1 8 
FL !GH 7 1 • F~AME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 









T~" PS~ VALUES 
2 15 15 
2 7 11 
4 2 2 
14 6 16 














































































FLIGHT 7 1 • 




T 1 1 8 
1 5 3 3 1 5 
0.2050E OS 






T>iE PS~ VALlJfS 
0 4 7 
5 2 21 
2 0 0 













































































RFCCRO 13. ITEM S T 1 1 8 
FL IG~T 77. FRA~~ 1 5 3 3 1 e • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH s 2 SEC. 
?SO VALUF OF 1.0 = a.1280E 06 




































































































~~CCPO 14. ITEM S T 1 1 8 
FliCrT 7 7 • F~A~E 1 5 3 3 2 2 .35 , RECORD LE~GTH = 2 SEC. 
?SO VALUE or 1.. 0 := 0.12BOE 06 
'"..... 





































































































REC:JRO 15. ITEM S T 1 1 8 
J:L IG ...T 7 7 , FR'\M~ 1 5 3 3 2 4 • 3 5 , RECORD LENGTH ~ 2 SEC. 
·so VAlIJ~ OF 1.0 = 0.12eOE 06 




































































































Q~c:(pn Ii" IT EI~ S T Q 7 7 
Ft IGHT 7 7 • FP '\~E 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH 2 2 SEC. 
psn VbLUE OF 1.0 = 0.1280E 02 





































































































PECORO 17. ITFH S T a 7 7 
FLIGHT 7 7 • FR.AH'= 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH ~ 2 SEC. 
PSD VALUE Of 1.0 = 0.1280E 02 
"-> 






































































































FLIGhT 1 7 , 




T 'J 7 7 
5 3 3 1 81 
0.5140E 02 






THE PSD VAUI(S 
10 107 31 
28 12 112 
6 7 9 
7 5 2Cl 















































































RfCCPO l Q • tTF'" S T a 1 1 
FL I Gt-T 11. FRA"= 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 • RECORD LE~Gr~ = 2 SEC. 
PS~ VALUF. OF 1.0 z 0.2050E 03 





































































































R~CORD ZO. I rEM S T D 7 7 




pso VALUF OF 1.0 = 







































































































R=CORD 21. ITEM S T a 1 8 
FL Ie.. T 1 1 • FRA~!: 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
pso VALUE OF 1.0 = 0.2050E 05 




































































































	QC"COFO 2? ITEM S T 0 7 B 
FL I';HT 7 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 Z 1 5 • 5 0 • RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSD VAL')F OF 1.0 = O.2050E 05 





































































































RECaRD 23. ITEM S T U 7 8 
FL t r;'-T 7 7 • FRAt:!: 1 5 3 3 1 8 • 5 0 • REC ORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VAl'JE OF 1.0 = 0.1280E C6 
N 
~ 




































































































RECfJPO 24, tTE~ 5 T 0 7 e - '0 '~~ 




1 5 3 3 2 2 
O.1280E 06 	 






Tf-'F p,!,) V~LU=<: 
0 ?O 16 
10 11 29 
9 4 1 
6 2 5 
















































































REC')~O 25. tTF~ S T .J 7 8 
FLIGHT' 7 7 • 
PS::> VALUE OF 
FRAME 
1.0 .;: 
1 5 3 ~ 2 4 
O.5140E 1)6 
• 3 5 • RECn~D LENGTH. 2 SEC. 





































































































RECCRO 26. t TE~ S T 1 3 5 
FL IG~T 1 7 • FRAME 1 5 3 3 1 1 • 0 0 , RECORD LENGTH • 2 SEC. 









TH~ PSO VALU~S 
0 6 3 
27 '.2 17 
7 10 2 
29 11 39 












































































R~C~RD 27. ITEM S T 1 3 5 
FL tGHT 7 7 • FRA~E 1 5 3 3 1 5 • 5 0 , RECORO LENGTH = 2 SEC. 
PSO VAlIJr OF 1.0 = 0.2050E 05 






































































































P·C~RD 2a, lTE~ S T 1 3 5 
FLIGH 7 7" _ F~AME 1 5 3 3 1 8 
• 5 o • RECORD LENGTH =2 SEC. 
PSD VACUE' OF 1.0 = a.1280E 06 





































































































RFC~PO 29, ITb'1 S T 1 3 5 
FLIGHT 11, F~AME 1 5 3 3 2 2 • 3 5 • ~EcaRD LENGTH ~'2 SEC. 








THE PSO VALUeS 
3 26 7 
9 65 II 
~ 2 2 
0 4 6 






















































































3 3 2 4 • 3 5 , RECORD LENGTH = 2 SEC. ~\\ 
PS~ VALUE OF 1.0 = O.1260E C6 '~B- 'f~ 
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